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ABSTRACT

The goal of this study was a familiarity with Poulenc's comI
positions for piano and a greater understanding of his style of writing
for that instrument.

To this end, a survey was made of nine elements

of his work: (l) form (2 ) harmony (3 ) melody (4) tonality (5 ) rhythm
and tempi (6) ornamentation (?) texture (8 ) dynamics and

(9)

pedal.

The survey is prefaced by a biographical sketch and a sti :dy of the
influences in Poulenc's music and his stylistic characteristics,
Conclusions reached as a result of this survey can be grouped,
into five major areas.
First Conclusion: Poulenc's intent was to produce music which
would please people, which therefore was to be immediately accessible
to everyone.
Second Conclusions His style may be described as eclectic.
Poulenc freely admitted borrowing from other composers.

Major influences

in his music were his piano teacher Ricardo Vines and the composers Igor
Stravinsky, Erik Satie and Emmanuel Chabrier.
Third Conclusion: Poulenc composed in a manner which combined
elements of both nineteenth and twentieth-century styles.

His harmonies

are diatonic with traditional root movements and are based on tertian
structures.

Forms are most frequently a modified ABA or a free succession

of melodies unified by common rhythms or figuration.

Tonalities are most

frequently major keys but minor keys, mod.es or combinations can also be
found.

Rhythms are simple and almost always framed in. traditional meters.

xiii

Melodies cover a wide range and display a variety of moo<ps w hi c h
parallel the many sides of Poulenc's personality.
Fourth Conclusion: Two aspects of the performanc

of Poulenc

music which were most important to the composer himself 3tre (a) that
enough pedal be used, and (b) that the tempo be strictly observed, e
to this end Poulenc carefully marked any desired rubato

r alteratio

of tempo.
.Fifth Conclusion: Once considered the most frivolous compose
of the group Les S i x , Poulenc is now emerging as one of the most
important.

While he was not an innovator, Poulenc did write in a

manner which was uniquely personal.

xiv

INTRODUCTION

Throughout music history each period seems to be dominated
basically by the composers of one country.

France, continually in

competition with England, and Italy, and then Germany, did not achieve a
prominent position until the nineteenth century with the works of Frederi
Chopin.
Chopin did compose a few works in the classical traditions three
sonatas utilizing the classical division into movements.
large majority of his work consists of smaller forms.

However, the

Some are based

on the dance forms; mazurkas, polonaises, and the most popular dance of
the day, the waltz.

Other single-movement works included such character

pieces as nocturnes, etudes, impromptus, scherzi, ballades and fantasias.
Chopin used the forms traditionally associated with French comosers.

The pattern had been set by the clavecinists who wrote dances

and small character pieces with descriptive titles.

These forms remained

in favor in France during the baroque period in spite of developments in
Italy and Germany.

The classical period in music corresponded with the

time of the French Revolution and, probably because of the constant
turmoil in France, there were again no major developments there.
The important elements of romanticism--emotionalism and the
association with art and literature--had for some time been Ipresent in
French music.

Therefore the movement did not h a v 3 as great or as lasting

an impact in France as it did in the other countries of Europe.

In 1 8 ? 0 ,

after a crushing defeat by Prussia, the French musical world was swept

1

by a strong wave of opposition to German romanticism.
The main direction of the renaissance in French music was impres
sionism.

Besides being- anti-romantic, tne impressionist movement was

also anti-classical.

Composers attempted to eliminate melody, familiar

forms, logical successions of chords and <? strong sense of tonality.
Instead of telling a story, the impressionists tried to create the vague
ness of a mood or a certain atmosphere and they chose titles which suggests
the J.esired setting.
During World War I the atmosphere was one of hopelessness and
artistic life had all but ceased to exist.

In music as well as the other-

arts ornamentation was rejected and replaced with directness and simplic
ity.

Light music from the cafes, the music-hall and the circus became

the ideal.

The new .invention, the phonograph, introduced American jazz

to France where it was enthusiastically accepted.
One of the least serious and most accenttic composers of the
time

was

Effk Satie.

Although Satie had had several concerts of his music,

he did not achieve renown until after he met jean Cocteau in 1915*
Cocteau was the leader of the literary avant-garde and after their
collaboration on the ballet Parade Satie’s fame was assured.

His impor

tance lies not so much in his music as in the influence he had on other’s.
After the scandal caused by Parade, Satie was surrounded by a group of
admiring young composers.

Cocteau, on their behalf, issued a manifesto

printed on poster paper, "Le Ccq et 1 'Harlequin."

"Le Coq" denounced

the works of romantics like Wagner and the impressionism of Decussy,
any proclaimed the admiration of the group for Satie and Stravinsky.
The young composer, Francis Poulenc (1899-190) > held ideals most
similar to those of Satie and was the only one who remained faithful

to those ideals throughout his lifetime.

he

At the beginning of my career we were tired of Debussv,ism, ot FI
Schmitt; and of Ravel.
I wanted music to re healthy, clear .-nd
Music as frankly French in spirit as Stravinsky's "Tetfflmshka is
Russian• To me Satie's Parade is to Paris what Petroushka is to
St, Petersbourg.The new music was considered by many "something to be listened to only
incidentally" and the works of Francis Poulenc were regarded as the nest
frivolous of all.

Along with Georges Auric, he was named [one of "les

sportifs de la musique . "2

Following the example set by Satie, Poulenc

parodied the works or styles of many composers.

In the tradition of

French piano music he avoided large forms a.r i concentrated on the smaller
character piece.

His works used elements of the circus, vaudeville and

popular songs and he commented on the new music;
'You will find sobriety and dolor in French music as in German or
Russian...But the French have a keener sense of proportion.
We
realize that sombreness and good humor are not mutually exclusive.
Our composers, too, write profound music, but when they do it is
leavened with that lightness of spirit without which life would be
unendurable.'3
A strong emphasis on melody was characteristic of Poulenc's style
Harmonies and rhythms, as in the style of Les Six, were either very simple
or extremely complex.

As in impressionistic music, pedal was used

abundantly.
During the 1930s Poulenc began to be regarded in a more serious
light.

By this time he had composed a large body of piano music and

had outlasted a number of the composers of his youth.

The second World

^Irving Vein, "Francis Poulenc," The Chesterian,

10th,

2Denis Matthews, e d . , Keyboard Music (England: Penguin Books
L9T2), p.

2?e

-'Roland Gelatt, "A vote for Francis Poulenc," Gatuj-day Review.
January 1950t p- 57-

War particularly dad brough* a maturity and perhaps a little gravity
to his music.

By the late 1540s Poulenc had acquired an international

reputation particularly for his songs, his choral works (notably the
Litanies a l a Vlerge noire and the Figure humaine) and the opera hes
mamelles u.e Tiresads.

Roland Gelatt divides Poulenc's work into two

categories: the lighter, charming, more superficial works of the

1920 s.

like the Mouvements perpetuels, and the more significant works of his
later life.

Gelatt predicts "that Poulenc's name will appear on recital

programs one hundred years hence.”Debussy had stated that "the primary aim of French music is to
give pleasure."2

Henri Kell believes that Poulenc's purpose is the same:

Throughout the long history of French music, indeed in many of the
mosJ engaging features of French civilization, the potent pleasure
seeking principle has been the root force; and as the seductive art
of Poulenc makes its way into the heart it is clear enough that
this principle is still alive in the musical <sas£t' of his country.3

-Hfarren Kent Werner, "The Harmonic Style of Francis Poulenc,"
(Ph.D dissertation, University of iowa, 1966), pp. 2-3*
% a u l Collaer, A History of M o d e m M u s i c , trans. Sally Abeles
(Hew Yorks Grossed and Dunlap, 196i)~, p . 159.
3Henri Hell, Francis Poulenc, trans. Edward Lockspeiser (New
York: Grove Press, "n'c77_^ 9 5 9 j 7 ^ P * ~ 9 0 - l •

CHAPTER I

THE LIFE OF FRANCIS POULENC (l:

Francis Jean Marcel Poulenc was corn in Paris on January 7, 1899>
at 2 Place des Saussais, a short distance from, the Elysee and the Church

*»
of Madeleine.

His father, Em3le Poulenc, came from Sspaljion in the

department of Aveyron located between Auvergne and the Mediterranean.
His great-grandfather was a gardener under the First Empire at Nogents u r - M a m e , where the Poulencs had a family home.

His patbma^. grandfather

had come from Aveyron during the Second Empire to establish a pharmacy
in the Marais quarter of P a ris, near the Bastille.

He and his wife made

the name of Poulenc famous and the pharmacy expanded into a chemical
manufacturing fir® which later merged with Usines of P.hone.

Emile

Poulenc and two of his brothers directed the company which is now known
as Rhone-Poulenc.

Francis, however, showed little interest in it.

From his father’s family, Francis inherited the religious side
of his personality.

His father was a devout Catholic and his father’s

uncle was the Abbe Joseph Poulenc, who was the cure of Ivry-sur-Seine.
The Poulencs liked music well enough but did not consider art
and literature as important.

Emile Poulenc did not play an instrument

but regularly attended Orlonne concerts and the opera.

His musical idols

were Beethoven, Berlioz and Franck, but he was unable to ronvi.-.co his
to share his tastes.

;,v.

His mother, Jenny Royer, came from a family who 'rr |
Parisienne for generations.

She was the first of her f-

nineteenth century to marrv a man who was net from T"
were most interested in all aspects of the arts.

s.

een purely

Jy since the
The Royers

ay's .father was a

cabinet maker and his ancestors were bronze-work* rs and tapestry weavers.
Jenny Royer, while not a virtuoso, w.u. a very skilled pianist,
described by her sor. as having an excellent touch.

She had studied with

one of the last students of Liszt, Madame Riss-Arbeau.1

From her

Poulenc acquired early a love of Schubert, Mozart, Chopin and Schumann.
He also adored pieces like "Lullaby" by Grieg and "Romance" by Anton

2

Rubenstain, which he later texmec. his adorable mauvaise musique.

Marcel Royer, his mother's brother, was an ardent theatre fan
and the oldest ticket-holder at the Odeon theatre*.

Poulenc as a child

had given his uncle the name "Papoum" when he could not pronounce the
word parraln (godfather).3

It was from "Uncle Papoum" that Poulenc

acquired a love for the theatre.

The names of Sarah Bernhardt, Lavalliere

Rejaune and Lucien Guitry became familiar to him and he was fascinated
by the pictures of actors and actresses in theatre magazines.
mother and uncle
he was really

When his

isumed. that little Francis was occupied with his t o y s ,
sorbing every morsel of their thestre conversation.

Pou3- " d was an infant when his sister was already a young lady.
She loved '
and Schuma n.
by a nur:-

ing and from her Poulenc learned the songs of Faure, Debussy
As a child he was frequently ill and was closely guarded

until he was twelve,

^Francis Poulenc, Moi et Mes Amis (Paris: L a Palatine,
2Hell, Francis Poulenc, p. 2.
3?oulenc, Moi et Mes Amis, p. 33-

19b3)♦ P- 3
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When Francis was two he was given a little child's piano.

called

He

it his "do-rSf-mi" and would amuse himself there for hours. 1

the age of four he began to take lessons from his mother.

remembers
petent.

At

Poulenc vaguely

a second teacher as being strangely dressed and not v ery com

When he was seven he composed his first piece of music a n d titled

it "En bateau."

His mother helped him write it

A year later he

■began to study with Mademoiselle Boutet de Manvel, a -.private teacher
and a niece of Cesar Franck.

worked

She had g ood technical principles and he

with hex every evening" for an h o u r after school.
During

:■

Poulenc he ard for the first

Debussy— the Pauses s.a;cree,et

a work by

-for ;harp and ■o r c h e s t r a .,,,?§
He .was

fascinated and w ent home to,try -tb reproduce;..on the.Jiiano
of the ninth-chords-he h

a

t

h

h

e

a

,

r

including the B s t a m p e s , and play e d t h e m w h e n his

^

i

#

,A '

approve of Debushy, had gone hut f o r the evening*

f

:Del;
"4'"‘
,

W h e n he was t e n , Poulenc could recite from memory poems of
Mallarme.

. ’■ -liv > ,
He especially loved A p p a r i t i o n , and, no doubt encouraged b y

V --y
7, ^

his uncle's love of theatre, dreamed of becoming an acfor.

During the

winter of 1910 the Paris floods' ^recip^tSfe^^'

■•Pouleri<?^':.|^.

to Fontainbleau, a fortunate event for Francis.

F o r the first time he

discovered the beau t y of the country.
In a music shop one day he chanced upon S c h u b e r t ’s Die- Winterreise
which he took home a n d played over and o v e r a g a i n , especially "Die

^Denise Bourdet, Prls sur le v i f (Paris: iibrairie Ploh, 1957')
P* 226.
^Allen H u g h e s , " P o u l e n c ," in The International Cyclopedia, of
Mi
^Bg.tc an d M usicians. §th ed., ed. Robert S a bin (New York: Dodd, M e a d and
Company s 19 & ) , p T 16 6 5 .

o;•

sir#’
.'*'.

a
Nebensonnens"
'I turned the piano around,’ he wrote, 'so that at about four in the
afternoon I could sing the If e Nebensonnen whilst .looking at the sun
which looked like a huge dutch cheese moving through the rimy trees
of the forest.'1
The work still thrilled him three decades later and was the inspiration
for many of his own songs.
idea

He now dreamed of becoming a singer and thi"

rsisted until he was fourteen and his voice began tjo chav

leaving him with an unfor ■unate nasal ouality.
By then Poulenc was writing down his own music.

Although he did

not display any prodigious talent for performing or composing, his mother
knew he would be a musician and wanted to send him to the Conservatoire.
'{is- father, however1, insisted that he have a classical education and
enrolled M m

at the Lvcee Condorcet.

There Poulenc was considered a

•ediocre student but then the standards at the lycee were very high.
■h- le at school he received a few lessons in harmony from an organist friend.
In 1913 Poulenc heard The F ^te of Spring and was fascinated by

«*
-he cioreography as well as the, music.

Hmile Poulenc criticized M s

son for attending, saying that the music was "not for M s

age.”

Following

the performance, Poulenc began to write complex preludes for piano on
three or four staves, one of which was the "Processional for the Cremation
of a Mandarin."

The pieces were not pubJished and were never played by

anyone else except Georges Auric, 2
A friend of the family, Madame Sienkiewicz, encouraged Poulenc
to seek instruction from Ricardo Vines, the renowned interpreter of the
works of Debussy and Ravel.

Vines accepted him as a student and at their

VloZ", Francis Poulenc, p. 3 •
‘“ibid. , p.

7.
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first lesson Poulenc played Schumann's Faschingschwank au^ Wein and a,
prelude by Debussy,

later Poulenc said of his teacher,

"I owe him

everything," and for the rest of his life kept a picture of Vines on
his piano.
Vines did much for his young student: he encouraged his composition
and he saw to it that Poulenc was introduced to the other composer;and musicians of the day.

Through Vines Poulenc met Erik Satie and

another young man, Georges Auric.

Poulenc was most impressed with

Auric, who was the same age as he and who had been something of a. child
prodigy.

The two became good friend *3 and Georges remained for Poulenc's

.4ifeti*o- W &

of his closest advisors.

Satie $ who was older, was

atstrustfhl of the young Poulenc, but was woruo-vey when he realized the
depth of the young m a n ’s admiration for h M ‘music.

' ’•*I

■I
_
*
{
f ^ ■y *»
Another frequent companion during these years ..was Ba.ymonde linossier

an attractive and intelligent young girl.
poetry, literature, archeology and*the law.

She had many interests, including
Poulenc once said that

Kaymonde was "the spiritual guide of his adolescence.'-

She and Francis

would ^requent the bookstore of Adrienne Monhier in the Hue de j ’Odeon,
which was. the rendezvous of the literary elite .2

After Raymonde’s early

death in 1932. Poulenc dedicated every song that had the word visage
(face) in it to her.^
During the year 1917 Vines introduced Poulenc to a number of
important people: Paul Eluard, whose poems he would later s»t to music;

2Jean Roy, Francis Poulenc (Paris: Editions Seghers, 1964), p. Zb.
2Hell, Francis Poulenc, p.

6.

^Hughes, "Poulenc," p. 1668.
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Jeanne Eathori, a singer and important patron of young artists and
musicians; and composers Arthur Honegger, Manuel de Falla, and Maurice
Ravel.

Poulenc and his friends would go to the Petit Casino and the

Carillon to hear Maurice Chevalier sing.
Two piano works date from this year, a set of three "Pastorales,"
dedicated to Vines, and the Rhapsodie negre for piano, string quartet,
flute, clarinet and voice,

Poulenc had discovered, a bo k of poems, Les

poesies de Makokc Kangourou, supposedly written in the language of a
native Liberian,

)ut actually a joke,

ridiculous syllables.

He decided to write.music to the

The work was well timed with the European discovery

of American jazz and Hegro music and was a huge success.
In May, lyl?, Serge Diaghilev staged Parade with music by Satie,
libretto by Jean Cocteau and decor by Pablo Picasso.
formed on May 18, 191?> by the Russian Ballet.

It was the first per

Because Paris was under-

siege at this time, critics accused the authors of introducing German
ideas into wartime France.^
an overnight sensation.

Parade created a scandal and Satie became

Around him gathered a group of young musicians

who had been social friends since school days*
light because of their approval of the work.

They sha?-ed in the lime
Poulenc, Arthur Honegger,

Auric, Louis Durey, Germaine Tailleferre and later, Darius Milhaud, met
at the Salle Huyghens, a painter's studio in Montparnasse, to hear one
anothers' works.
Juan Gris.

They were joined by artists Picasso, Modigliani, and

Cocteau became a spokesman and publicity agent for the group

and. helped to further their careers.
Their first joint recital, arranged by Satie and Jeanne Bathori,

•^-Collaer, A History of Modern Music, p. 7117.
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was given at the Theatre du Vieux Colombier in December of 1917.
Poulenc's Rhapsodic negre was premiered and was a success.

It was after

one of these concerts that the critic Henri Collet wrote an article for
the journal Comoedia titled "Les cinq Russes et les six Frangais et
M. Erik Satie." Milaud commented,
In an absolutely arbitrary way, he £Collet3 ‘
n ad chosen six names:
those of Auric, Durey, Honegger, Poulenc, Tailleferre, and mine,
simply because we knew each other, we were good friends, and we
figured in the same programs, but without r-garding our differing
temperaments and our dissimilar natures! Auric and Poulenc were
attached to the ideas of Cocteau, Honegger to German romanticism
and I to Mediterranean lyricism....But it was useless to resist!
Collet's article was echoed universally so that the 'Group of the
Six' was established...Since this was the case, we decided to give
'Concerts of the Six. '•i
Soon after being named, the group began to spend all of ti sir Saturday
nights together in cafes where they were joined by poets and artists
of the day.

Satie did not assume the position of leader of the group,

but only a friendly advisor.

Because of their association with Satie,

the names of Les Six were tinged with scandal.
be attributed to the group.

Pew cciranbn bonds could

Les Six believed that music needed new

associations— those of the circus, the music-hall, vaudeville and jazz.
They felt that composition should be an "everyday" thing with no mystery
about it.

For the short time that they were associated with Satie they

wrote small compositions with simple melodies ana rhythms.
On June 18, 1921, Les Six collaborated on the
maries de la tour elffel, a ballet by Cocteau.
contributed part of the music.
bathing beauty scene.

last work, Les

Everyone except Darey

Poulenc wrote a comical polka for the

Shortly thereafter, the group dispersed, each

3-Allen Hughes, "'les Six' A generation later...,!' M usical Americ
February 195't, p. 1 2 .
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member pursuing his own direction.
Early in 1918 Poulenc was drafted into military service, inter
rupting his study with Vines.

He was sent to Vincennes until July, from

there going to the Vosges where he served in an anti-aircraft unit.
In October his unit left the front and went to Saint-Martjln-sur-le-frS
near Chalon, where he composed two works for piano, the Mcjuvements
perpetuels and the Sonata for Piano D uet.
anti-aircraft school at Pont-sur-Seine.

In Becemuto he attended the

Pro a; uuiy xyi> uiitix Oct o u r

1921 he served a.s a typist to the Ministry of Aviation and during this
period composed the Suite in C, dedicated to Ricardo Vines, and the Cinq
impromptus.

In 1921 he w*s released from service.1

In I9I 8 Vines introduced Poulenc to another poet, Guillaume
Apollinaire, and to the composer Igor Stravinsky.

Poulenc showed his

early works to Stravinsky who went so far as to arrange for J. & W. Chester
of London to publish the Rhapsodic negre and the Mouvements perpefuels.
Taking courage from this, Poulenc took his music to Paul Vidal,
chief conductor at the Opera Comiqps.^

Vidal was not impressed.

Upon

seeing the Rhapsodie he flew into a rage and threw Poulenc out of his
studio.
Having been advised by both Ravel and Milhaud to pursue his
technical training, Poulenc began studying harmony with Charles Koechlin.
Eron 1921 to 1924 he had approximately three lessons a week, and this
constituted the last of his formal music training.
In 1922, Poulenc, Milhaud and a young singer, Maryk Freund,

-Hell, Francis Poulenc, p. 8.
^Poulenc, Hoi et Mes Amis, p . 48.

'ourneyed.
Shortly

to

Mojdllng,

Austria, where they met Sehopberg, Berg a n d Webern.

after their trip, Poulenc became ill and required surgery for an

abcess of the t h r o a t . 1
to Italy*

The following y e a r Milhaud a n d Poulenc traveled

The product of that trip was Napoli,

the three-movement suite

for piano.
An old. family friend whom Poulenc called his "Aunt Lienard" owned
a house near Amboise where she stayed f our months of every y e a r ,2

She

adored music and had. heard W a g n e r himself direct Lohengrin in Brussels
and one of L i s z t ’s last recitals in Italy.
i&. >
there in the country.

In

19 ;2?

Poulenc loved to vacation

?■■■>'..

he bought bis own country home, a large

eighteenth century villa in the town o f N d i s d y fey ffesf Loir©,,
,•*,ly’
‘
1 ‘'
''*
it the Grand go t e a u (Great Slope).
IT©"'famished his home w i t h care in

•'V"
tt: tapestries
tapestries
manner reflecting his. ancest3cy-~«ritt:

.

i'’

and art
art works
works

.

n*^*j*. '

V..

and, M

roimded himself with the flowers that he'loved. Th&fe Poulenc found"
'. '

'

.‘w .-a’‘!

7,' -

-ff;J^p,

necessary solitude'Is which in work. rHe would rise early

‘
S

rK

and work until noon., achieving. -his best ..results i n the hour- 'ibe|ag§se

f t p ® this a t m o sphere came a n u m b e r of piano works: in

•

19 2 ?,

1
"Pastourelle,” originally co n c e i v e d f o r orchestra^

/'V#
the D eux novelett

later to become three.

-iTOiS..it

In .fpgS fo-ulenc completed t.

including the "Pastorale," "Toccata," a n d "Hyrane."

/;,V<rr

The ’'Pastorale" h»i/

teen written ten years e arlier as part of a set of three pastorales
abdicated to Vines,

•^Kell, Francis P o u l e n c , p. 2L.
'-Allen Hughes,

"Francis P o u l e n c — A Portrait," S h o w , J u n e

1963 ,

^Francis Poulenc, Entretiens avec Claude Rostand (Paris: R ena
A l l a r d , 1954 ), p, 16 9 .

Francis Poulenc, p. 35*

p. 30*
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During the same year Poulenc completed the Concert Champetre
for harpsichord and orchestra.

At the home of Princess Edmond de Polignac

he had met Wanda Landowska who was there to perform on the harpsichord.
She asked him to write a work for her.

The result was the concerto,

utilizing both the country atmosphere in which Landowska lived and the
sounds of the military that he had absorbed while in the service.
In 1929 Poulenc wrote the "Piece breve sur le nom d'Albert Roussel,”
and in the early

1930s

the Village' ' o s for childr*"' , F

intermezzi" in C and D-flat major, "Presto" in B-flat major, "Badinage,"
"Humoresque," dedicated to Walter Gieseking, and the Suite Franqaise
d'apres Claude Gervaise.
In the summer of 1932 Poulenc was asked to create a work for
the International Festival of Music in Venice,

He wrote the Concerto

for Two Pianos and Orchestra in less than two months.

The first p 0rforjoan.ee

was given on September 5, 1932, in Venice, with the composer and Jacques
Fevrier as soloists.

It was a huge success.

In 1926 Poulenc and Auric gave a concert of their works.

A

young man named Pierre B e m a c had been there tc perform Poulenc's
Chansons Galliards.

Eight years later B e m a c and Poulenc met again when

Poulenc chanced to hear the young baritone sing at an afternoon recital
in a private home.

He was very much impressed with the young man and

proposed a collaboration.

Two months later they gave the first of their

joint recitals in Paris, featuring Poulenc's new song cycle Cinq poemes,
on a text by Eluard.
years.

Their recital series were to last for twenty-five

For many of these years they spent one month each summer in Morvar.

or in the Dordogne, working on repertoire,x

Ijbid., p.

56 .
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During the depression of the 1930s Poulenc was forced to seek a way to
augment

his

recitals

inherited income.

As he did not teach or conduct, the

with Bernac were a happy solution to the; problem.

In August, 1936, while he was at Uzerche in Southern France, Poulenc

received

word of the death of a close friend, the composer and critic

Pierre-Octave Ferroud.

grimage

Exceedingly grieved, he decided to make a pil

to the Sanctuary of the Black Virgin at Rocamadour.

There he

rediscovered his Catholic faith, ,lost since the death of his father in

I?!?.

Inspired, he immediately began to write the Litanies §. la Vierge

noire, Notre

Dame d e R o c - A m a d o a r .

times to this

In later years Poulenc returned many

and these; subsequent visits -.resulted'in other religious ?

works.
'While on vacation with
mass dedicated::to "the Memory ■
nine melodies., on poems by Sluard .. The songs we're wri-

■' ■
.

tv

.■'■-/f?•;$....'•'

v-

for Bernac "<&. range and are probablfi-the masterpieces *

: *.
. music.

■T<

•. .

•

f.-.

■.■.*

Piano works .fro* the end .of-this'decade ..are'l

a set of variations depicting ac^dalntances ; the/
d ’Auvergne," dedicated to Chabrfein fhe'^bdantllal Holt nocturnes and/
- ,< v'
' w*,<.' 7
>?
T: ' .Tlf*$ ? . * ' ' ’ *
Ponze improvisations; and the "Melancolie-;1' »
i
7'- i— _ - ■‘T",
L"*r,“ "*“■ "r"",
j
"
3.
*}■
During World W a r II, Poulenc was agaTh called into military service.
He did not see active duty in the ,first war because; of ■his youth or i&J
'J.
' .
O
i 'a ’ i*
.
ft:
-'
the second because of his -advanced a g e - . D u r i n g the •occupation hi's iausi/c
was prominent in the resistance m o vement.

----- -----------

- '-7

The Figure humaine (19^3)

'* \.

•<

^Irving Kolodin, "The Merit of Poulenc," Saturday Review of
literature. February 19 6 3 , P* 5P*

/-Peter S. Hansen, Twentieth Century Music, jtai ed. (Boston; Allyn
and Bacon, Inc., 1971), p. 143.
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for unaccompanied double chorus ends in a hymn to liberty w h i c h expresses
the French refusal to submit to Nazi tyranny.

The text of the cantata

was written by Eluard during the German occupation.

The first performance

of the work was given after the Liberation in January, 1945■^

Poulenc's

songs from this period are especially emotional and expressive.
After the Armistice Poulenc went to Brine-la-Galliarde to spend
the summer w i t h his cousins.

There he was inspired by their children

to write Babar the Elephant on a sto r y by J ean de Brunhoff.
One day P o u lenc was playing 'his own music w hen one of h is nieces
a little girl of four, interrupted him: 'Oh, how ugly is what yo'
are playing t h e r e ! Gome; flay 'this for m e ! 'A n d so saying,, she p u
on the piano one of t h e albums of Babar b y Jean de Brunhoff.
?o:
amused, b e g a n ,to imagine pictures .arid/.adventure's. iTheri- he began
play, following the musical story; |>efore /the enchanted liftleygi
Little by 'Tittle,,,drawn b y l t f e :music .'-which; seemed so -unusual 'com
from Uncle,- F r a n c i s , all the o t h e r children in the house came and

Each portion of the music
contains some o f •his
' B y 1944 Pouleric bai-stiffhririg:frCcr severed a r t h r i t i s i a h P
medical attention.
O nly one piano wo'rk dates f r o m this y e a r f;;;ti
•
% ¥p^,y,.
'
,..'7.y ? \ &
"Interims zzo in /Jfcflat majhri*" -.^^#1
death of his beloved "Uncle P a p o u m , " Marcel Boyer;
On April 27, 1945, the first concert consisting entirely of songs

•

V:

ty Poulenc was given at the Salle Gaveau.

The performers w ere Pierre ;-

Bernac and Suzanne Balguerie with Poulenc accompanying t h e m .^

-Hell, Francis P o u l e n c , pp.

65 -?.

2R°y, Francis P o u l e n c , p. 52•

^Hell, Francis Poulenc, p. ?2.

.. • ' ~
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After the concert he was widely acclaimed in France as a master of the
song.

In the United States his vocal works were already known and were

being widely taught.
Poulenc and B e m a c made their first recital i ur of the United
States in November of 19^8.

Poulenc also appeared as a soloist with

the Mew York Philharmonic where he played the Concert Champetre with
Dimitri Mitrr^oulos conducting.

While on tour Poulenc met Vladimir

Horowitz, who was to become a major interpreter of his piano w o r k s , and
the composer Samuel Barbe.f:b:-.jffe also renewed friendships with Wanda'

,

*.1 .?a

•
.
. .
>/
iandowsfea and Igor Stravinsky.
...
:
•

•

.

■ ■
.

‘

•

.

,

;' ■

The trip was such a success that addi-

■tional

«

‘

■’•
;

.

-

Bernac and Poulenc

performed In NoxrbW .Africa ■add'- frequently

■;•?

it
to write:
for pian ,

...... ^

a tour of the Unlied States-':
:-es and. Canada, P o u l ^ » e c e i v e d another cor,mission/';
It";»■ .
r. ml* .V
V.
from::duo-pianist.s':'Arthur O b L L a h d R o b e r t .Fitzdale... He wrote the- rather - r
,/
•
J
■ vj
•
unorthodox Sonata for Two Pianos and'

■ In
in America.

*'•x
>. ..* ^

^ ""‘"1 . .
. ".••*’’".** V. -•* ‘e jj^w *
j^thtb-them. Yitf.r'rv.
- •tv.v-w.lt,ffe/'

■•

V , , : -V•*?,t ; Y >

\

J
It was telecast over NBC :ahd -Won the New York Music Cfftf6fe'7,:;

*'"v; • . •. ; ;''
^
•,
’
v.\■&.;•
/;j

n
Circle Award for best opera of the year.

The starring role of. Blanche

11
’
. /.iill r K.l
/I ■
was created specifically for the beautiful young soprano Denise Duval,
as was the leading role in L a voix h u m a i n e .

■'•

In i 960 Poulenc returned to-//,

"the United States with Duval for a recital with her at Town Hall In Mew
Yonk and for her performance of La volx humaine.^

p. 93.

1David Ewen, Modern Music (Philadelphia: Chilton Company, 1962),

% ughes, "Poulenc, n p. 1665.

•?1
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By 195^ P o u l e n c 's nerves had begun to bother him and he had to

cancel

a tour of Germany because of acute insomnia.

There were legal

and financial problems with the production of the Dialogues aes Carmelites
and during that time Poulenc entered a Swiss hospital.

problems

When the legal

were solved he made a miraculously sudden recovery.

He con

tinued to suffer, however, from insomnia and sudden depressions.

In 1958

he visited an Asiatic doctor of acupuncture for relief from a problem

•

• r'

'•

concerning equilibrium .1

Tvro more

written in l958;r"%hf

"Troisieifte improvisation en,i& mineur” ai|& the c"'Quatorzieme improvisation |.3.
-fcl i960, ;;Poulpne

en

^6rk5fQ^:

composed his

Master.

•*'-t VlrkiH_•

'W&r 'at agdll
to J.
dedicated to a childhood :
possible lns:piratld|>.from

Jacob, Apollinaire, ana Eluar&y'-Poulenc f'eli- ableyto read
■ .' ,
1!":,<y•
-to Mpress
to poetry with which I feel total contdettr'a contact transc
admiration..'"?'

He did not experience the same understanding of the works

"

Q

01

other

'.

*•

,,

'•'.**

'r.-t-'l-

. !

p o ets•^ Now that hte three friends were ail dead,'

•/>•> ;*>•'' y
vu‘•-

■„*

^Francis Poulenc, Correspondance (Paris; Editions du Seuil, 1967},
PP. 231, 238.
^Gelatt, "A Vote for Francis Poulenc," p.
^John Gzuen,

"Poulenc,'

58.

Musical A m e r i c a , April i 960, pp. 7-8.

±9
come to take a new direction.
his beloved Chabrier and in

opera,

1962

In 1961 Poulenc published a book on
began work on a new project— his fourth

based on the Machine i n f e m a l e by Cocteau.
On January 28, I 963 , Poulenc attended a ballet at the Opera-

Comique.

The next day he remained in his apartment with what seemed to

be a mild cold.

On the morning of January 30 he phoned Denise Duval

to excuse himself from, their luncheon engagement as he was too. ill to
go out.-1- An hour later he died suddenly of heart failure.
■ ■' '
y-.'
His funeral was held o n February 2, at Saint-Sul£iee.
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CHAPTER II

INFLUENCES AND G H E R A L STYLISTIC CHARACTERISTICS

Influences

Teachers

• ••' '

Poulenc had been trained more as a .pianist than as a composer
V-;. .
'-"''’Ltiv .

and he received most of this training f r o m 'Ricardo Vines. . Vines was
described by Poulenc as .a "’wonderful- man.; ,:a •sort of

(BabarV.

;tSf*r

' ■

J

Vines t a u g h t d i s s o n a n c e s -anc
■>.■<’
'■ ■"
'
■
'
■'*>''is''' ’fLv<!'.:
m o d e m music, ana hatf^gjljeyd &'wjffigd
Home of his works, as the "Toc'cata*1 from

teces, -show'

influence of V i n e s T powerful,.musoular s t ^ M ^ ^ ; p | c ^ . O 0 efiic^

•/ -■ .-vc
**■’ ‘ •'■■
iil

,lA'P-FV T;•' ''
,** ^
5 ^ ‘v,L

■
t y
‘
. <*VA|, .*$■] r i p ,.£'$>' M 4 v.fi>- •
;;'
Vines also did a great deal to encouragd h i s 'student's composition.

••

. >^,

’K».V•>c '**

Besides being ea»**r to, hear any works...in progress, he also took it hippn

.

^Poulenc, Entretlens avec Claude Ros t a n d , pp. 29-30.

2b
' y: 1 .•
':iV

i.,"
Jl .v’V
/£t:
V
f’i*>'.•
.

•V;f...*••■
.:.
{,•XV?< v-:-•.:•• ■-.&■,'
A..Vi'-»'v,,.- , .WiS. *> t*’i •-fcV‘•'1■
■
te;'--i.
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himself to expose Poulenc to as much new music as possible, and to
introduce him to other composers.^
entered a kind of limbo.
posing.

During World War I French music ha 1

Debussy was dead raid Ravel was no longer com

Many young musician's were in the army and performances of new

works wore few.

Vines began to publicize the works of his student as

something fresh and different and to encourage performances.
Poulenc's only training in composition came from Charles Koechiin.
K o e o M in had attended the Paris Conservatory where he studied under
Gabriel Faure.

He wrote a large number of works in all forms which are

now little known and very seldom performed.

Koechiin's melodies show

the influence of Faure1, his simple harmonies the influence of Debussy
and Havel.

His textures are often, thick and Poulenc shows thus influence

%
o
In Cinq poemes de Ronsard and the P romenades ■
Ex. 1.

Promenades.

VI,

"En autobus."

-Hughes, "Poulenc,” p^. 1665.
•''Kell, Francis Poulenc, p. 31.

mm. 1-2. .

Rx.

■:>, Promenades« IX. "A bicycleiio."
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Kuch of Fouler.■*'s work ur.der Xoechlin concerned the study of Bach
Chorales which doubtless accounts for Poulenc's mastery' of a capella
writing.^

He may.have "inherited" the use of modes from Xoechlin, who

used them frequently ana

comfortably.2

led Six
While the members of the group Les Six were social friends, they
had few, if any, common musical ideals and little influence on each other.
C-ermaine Tailleferre (1892-

) and Louis Durey (1868-

) did little of

importance after the group dissolved.
Arthur Honegger (1892-1955). the only one of Les Six who was
not french, was the first to be taken seriously as a composer.

He did

cot share their interest in music-hall and circus ~usic, but instead
devoted his time to chamber and symphonic w o r k s .

He was more sympathetic

’
' Ward German music and he and Satie parted with irrecenciliable differ-

-•Wemer,

"The Harmonic. Style of Fiancis Poulenc," p. 10.

r>
‘'-Collaer, A History of Hodern Music, p. 183*
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enCe s .

Honegger and Poulenc did not entertain mutual ideals but became

close friends during the last years of their l i ves.
Darius Milhaud (1892-197*0 > like Honegger, engaged in experimenta.1
music; Poulenc did not.

There were other differences*. Milhaud had a

strong classical training in music; Poulenc depended heavily on instinct.
Milhaud worked quickly and easily in any situation while Poulenc needed
peace and quiet and a piano under his hand.
Milhaud's works were strongly
" ■ ' 0 . v,..
influenced by DebussyJ while Poulenc felt a hero-worship for Debussy
and loved to play his music..,- ;his own piano works .do not show any trace
|
' , \t -i . 0 .T .i ; ' '
\ .'
j
. ;,:0 ,■

of this influence.

Milhaud. wgjgT the only one of lies Six who resisted

being associated

them,;..;.^^^td not,

to oo llaborat^ligt -.belief ?

that each composer should foildW; his

Terences* Milhaud, and Poulenc-:becarae /close -friends while •in:^ywt:r'
■'1‘V*.&

'-$ia■J
■■ - ■

fame with his theatre music.. He. has ;won awards for his flltuysOores,. i.tt b--/;•
notably Moulin r o u g e , a motion picture st&hring J o S & Ferrer.2
•.
•
**
‘ j

Auric's

early works were performed at the SoclgtghNationale while•-he was in his
early teens.

He and Poulenc, who were the closest of Les Six both in

a€® and ideals (they shared a love for both Satie and Stravinsky) , spent

*
rcuch time together attending concerts and playing music.

Auric, along

9David Ewen, ed., European Composers Today (New York; The H.W.
"ilson Company, 1959-), p. 102.
^Ibil,, p.
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with the baritone Pierre Bernac and the pianist Jacques Fevrier, was
one of Poulenc's closest advisors and served as a sort of sounding board
for his musical ideas.

Some works were heard, only by Auric, and; s ome

times. if he disapproved, they were not published, or were destroyed.
After Poulenc had written the song cycle Cinq poeiqes de Ronsard Auric
suggested that he stick to contemporary French poets (like Sluard,
Vilmorin, Apollinaire and Jacob), whose works seemed better suit#ft to

him,. ;;The Cine poernes' were not the -real
••'■.

, he said.

' J.f
'
i
,

",

. v

Poet;

t.

f

I...

i-Wi J

Cu
'•ayin+ fr.v.

i-vi<;

til'* .
'H-v :«»erenCe for ’‘his'' V- • ;v:
.11%.I"A.:
S.

....... _

ortege d ’Orphee,,j

o n ; ^ ^ p o f them.2^
' •‘ V-'5
'" fit:*

r

Apollinaire's poems and;Poulenets ^ersohaifey'were well-matched: ,-bdtfi

/ '
1,

disnla.ve'd
a. duality
dual +.w rif
iarrsM*3’
'§6t£ .raiff-ivo
a-rirt lyricism.
T-irvvi<*3.
’
iS-tn n
A#wtoe*r-.4»*t
displayed a
of 'fennw*-alSj'
humor and •gravity,
Satire and
':
thirty
'•
*tf ,
.
: •

;
•
'■• • /"i,1;"^
years Poulenc received inspiration, from Apollinaire'S works.
Max Jacob was inspired, by 'the burlesque.

lRobert Sabin, "Poulenc:
America. November 1949., p. 2?.

j’

.

.

•

v . ; ■

His poems '’are sarcastic

'The Essence is Simplicity’," Musical

2Hell, Francis Poulenc, p, 10.

T

.•’7
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an<i make frequent use of f u n s .

dualityi

Like the works of Apollinaire they display

being at once "grotesque, comic, poetic and h u m a n . J a c o b

was Poulenc's inspiration for the secular cantata, Le bal masque (1932).
In 1935 Poulenc and Bernac premiered the Cinq poernes written on
text by Paul Eluard.

While Apollinaire and Jacob brought out the comic

sid e of Poulerc, E l u a r d ’s lyrical quality inspired a tenderness.

The

main theme of his work is the "diffusion and unselfishness of love."^
The song cycle Tel .jour, telle n u l t , written in 193?> was immediately
acclaimed as a "French counterpart of the song cycles of Schumann."3
Upon tne occasion of the!first performance o f Tel .jour Elu a r d dedicated

this poem to Poulenp ?^'

..V

Francis., ,je ne m ’e-coutais pas
Francis je te dois m 'entendre,:
S u r 'nne route t o p t e /blandhe iX'
iktSL*km '_~
_'

X.

l... ■ ,,
■. .
-.. ■
V*.
v 'V'-d
- *v

T:
'ombre est derriere les miroirs
Francis nous revons d ’atendue
Gomme un enfant de jeux sans fin
Bans un paysage e t o i l e .
/’’L:
Qui ne recflete que-jeunesse.•

-ft.

•vwe >.
- ■ :r.w:
r: I , 5

■ c*
1
/if'

y

Mol, et Mes A m i s , p. 111.

"Hell, Francis P o u l e n c , p. xvii.
3lbid., p.

51.

^ I b i d . , p. 5 3 .
I hardly listened to myself Francis
Francis through you I now hear myself
On the whitest of roads
Through a vast landscape
Soaked in light
Night now has no roots
Shade is behind mirrors
1 cancis we now dream of distance
Like a child with an endless game
In the starlit country
Giving in return youth.

"

x

L

-:f%’% ’■-•¥
.

■x t m :
lit':

-r

i 5 t-v

■w. ;
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1 Poulenc,

i.
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Poulenc first set the poems of Louise de Vilmorin to music in

2937. 1 ^

him he had found a "literary counterpart of the paintings of

■■ugxie Laurencin with whom he had been associated in Les B i c h e s ."

The

song cycle Fianpailles pour rire was written in 1939 as a tri bute to
phe poet who had been imprisoned in a castle in Hungary.^'

Composers
Poulenc's style of composition is a composite of many styles
and periods and could best be described as "eclectic."

Traces of many

composers appear in his works and are fused into a style that is uniquely
his own,

Poulenc describes his. fascination for a wide variety of com

0

posers !
•

\*1

t-'I ■»
J .. '

*

.

. ,-r ;

.
1

-i

The music of Roussel, more cerebral than Satie.-, seems to me to have
opened a door on the future* i admire: it profoundly;' it is disciplined, orderly and yet full of feeling.- I love Chabrier: Espana.
is a marvelous thing and the Marche .joyeuse--is a chef d'oeuvre.
fOne is reminded of Bee chart's advice to certain composers; imitate

’
. *o;-• A.

Vi
folklore.
And I enjoy the quadrilles of Offenbach-. Finally my Cods •
are Bach, Mozart, Haydn, Chop i n , Stravinsky,.
MussbrgSki,
You•
may say, what a conCcctionl But t h a t ’s how ,I;"tike mu^ici taking my - h'1;'.'.'
models everywhere, from.what pleases m e .2
Poulenc used the ideas or styles of other composers because he loved their
-:
r-,r a -.,‘
.:y
V- .
music and he frreely admitted borrowing from others.
He SidhnCt copy, '
■ f,
'
p
'*
..
i*
lut took a rhythm or a melodic motif and expanded it into a musical
unit.

"Collaer suggests that Poulenc takes a., borrowed, harmony, an accent,
f
-i :*

or a melodic fragment, and uses it as a springboard for his artistic
impetus, not as a substitute for his own inventiveness."3

Composers

-'-Ibid. , p. 60.
“Irving Vein,

"Francis P o ulenc,” The Chesterian, July 195^> PP-

-'Werner, "The Harmonic Style of Francis Poulenc,"

pp.

10-1.

6- 7 .
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whose

influence a.ppears in his work are Schubert, Mozart, Beethoven,

Chopinj

Mussorgsky, and Schumann, and, more frequently, Stravinsky, :Chabri.er

and Satie.

\Y

Mozart was one of Poulenc's favorite composers and his strong
emphasis on melody is displayed in Poulenc's piano music.

His influence

is particularly notable-in the slower movements, as in the outer sections
of the "Larghetto" from the Concerto

--- •*

>s,and Orchestra.

compares the "larghetto" and the "Andante" of Mozart's
K. 467-

m t

28
Poulenc had commented, that he did not like Beethoven’s music
very much except for those early works which reflected some of the
influence of Mozart. 1

The main idea of the first- o f .the Mouvements

jarperbuels seems to be taken directly from the fifth' piece in Beethoven’s
song cycle, An die f e m e Geliebte Op. 98i 2
°
.":rrnV
1 —
j'K
f; . ,'V
Ex. 4a.

Mouvements
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A'#-h o s e Bruyr, L ’Koran des Kusic.iens (Paris: les Cahiers de
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Ex.

4b.

Beethoven’s An die f e m e Geliebte. Op. 98.

Ki-d

V. "Vivace."

mm. 13-16.

mm m m
/jj.V'J

-V"

■

'. . g-i

.7

-t •''

"’■ The major

•ns of Stravinsky seem to have influenced
.
.'■■
;
■• 't.4' f ■ "‘ y
•as>
fc-7 '
.... . ;
•J ... £';>V' .e. ■
-Ml’
‘
Poulenc less Than the minor «ones,
s
like P u l c inella, M a v r a , and 1 ’histoire du
":""v
"
jjfa| *
Soldat. StravinsTcv had nnnvVnnari
'

i>r'
:
>*.- .iSV*.'fe-V
i meats, and he had .used simp
.
- ■
• • 7,|ij . *
Six.

■'

_

Poulenc gives Debussy cre&it.'f*b:fi

f Stravinsky c r e d it :.for .$4
shown most of ten in the tohal harmony 'and in the very hftiple^r yfery
complex r h y thms.

Werner compares the rhythms & n d chordal melodies in

jfl&j

1

.

...

' •i. .

.-'7 7.>7d

oulenc's "Hymne" from the T rois p ie ce s and S tra v in s k y ’ s "Hymhe" from

^ H e l l , Francis Poulenc, p. 2?.
^ I b i d ., p.

11.

^Poulenc, Entret.iens avec Claude R o s t a n d , p. 180.

7 'my
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the Serenade en la:3Ex. 5a.

..

Ex. '5b.

Poulenc's Trois pie c e s .

/H3 S

II.

nun. 1-3-

(PaiAid . 'LUtJL. & y

Stravinsky's Serenade en l a .

(ly f^ u ^ U x? i*f&Cr
*__i- ^

"Hymne.”

JUs.

I. "Hyrene."

ys

>

.

nssn* 1-3•

&*4*i*-^ 4 s_
.

' “~J_

the .powerful rhythms of the "Allegro” from the Concerto for Two Pianos
S2-iLPrcnestra are like Stravinsky:

-‘-Werner, "The. Harmonic Style- of Francis Poulenc," p. 28
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gx. 6a* Concerto for Two Pianos and Orchestra.
troppo." m m * 21-24.

I. "Allegro ma non
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m&fce "Pastourelle" from

I'Eventall de Jeanne

is

remarkably like Stravinsky

f||g|nj-ia^ka" ^rem Five Easy Pieces for P iano D uet;
.

Poulenc's "Pastourelle” from L*Eventail de Jeanne, mm. 1-2.
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. compares the rhythms and harmonies in the opening movement of

J,

Sonata for Piano Duet to Stravinsky's Rite of Spring.^

•^-Loui

p.

Durey, "Francis Poulenc," The Chesterian , September 1922

3k
In addition to his musical influence Stravinsky was for Poulenc
a close friend who sponsored the publication of his first works.

After

an evening with Stravinsky Poulenc noted in his diary:

"My joy

in seeing him again---is such that the impression of enrichment stays
with me for several months.

What physical and horal healthI

Stravinsky

remains for me a genius in a pure state.”-*Tne works of Emmanuel Chabrier were frequently performed by
Ricardo Vines and Poulenc had known and loved this music since he was a
child.

In February, 191d, lie accidentally entered a shop in the Maison

Paths where for two sous he could play records.

A recording by one o f

his favorite pianists, Edouard Jts ler, included the "Xdylle" from
Chabrier's Dix pieces.plttorescpaes.
•.
*'i’•
music:
•
•
-

Pou'’

'’•:J—

'--1

. ....

Today ! still tremble with .emotion dreai
occurred: a harmonic universe opened su<
music has never forgotten this first kiss of l o v e .2
Poulenc believes the impo:<dance of the Dix pieces to be equal to that of

parent of much of his music.

He loved the "Quadrille" f r o m tbs Souvenirs

de Munich an d performed -Chabrier *s Trois valses. romantiq-ues f o r duo-piano
with pianist Andre Me-ssager,

'

Like Chabrier, Poulenc carefully notates his music and insists
that metronome markings be taken seriously.
mark rubati carefully..

Both Chabrier and Poulenc

Chabrier made use of popular music and jazz

elements long before the group Les Six sought to introduce these charac-

1 Roy,

P. 62.

Francis P o u l e n c , pp. 62-3•

^■Francis P o u f e n c , Emmanuel Chabrier (Pariss La Palatine, 196l) ,

teilstics into the new music.

Irving- Ve^n spealcs of the "open-air" quality

,j.0 >ie found in both .Poulenc and Chabrier:

"It is not merely the occasional

TV'ose.nce of a strain of melody that takes us into the open air.

It is

■the ability•to construct a formal whole in the same vein."A resemblance to Chabrier is found in the "Preambule" of the
g.-rlrees de Naselles:
Ex. 9- les soirees de Nazelles.

"Preambule."

mm.

6?-72-

The second movement of the Sonata for Piano Duet shows Chabrier's
buoyancy and exuberance:

''"Vein, "Francis Poulenc," pp.

5-6 .

Poulenc feels that Chabrier "represents, w ith Faure, Debussy,
Ravel and Satie, the best of French music since i860."x

Poulenc’s

"Bouree d'Auvergne" (1937) was written for the Universal Exposition and
dedicated to Cbabrier.

One of his. last major accomplishments was the

completion of a book (published 196l) about his beloved Chabrier.
Another influence was Erik Satie, whr

like Chabrier, frequented

P a n s cafes, and in fact supported himself playing piano there.

His

early works, like those of Poulenc's, had been publicized by Ricardo
Vines.and in return Satie encouraged end supported other young composers.
While Satie did not consciously try to dominate the group of
Pb-cy were all influenced by him at one time.

Like Satie, they,

d u a l l y avoided music which was too serious, large forms and. the influence

-dou 11 r.c , Emmanuel Chabrie r , p .

8.
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0f the impressionists.

Their music focused on bare simplicity and reflects

S a t i e ' s association w it h cafe music.

As Les Six matured, each began to

develop a wore individual style and the evidence of Satie's influence

dim inished.
The works of Poulenc, more than the other young composers, are
like Satie, especially his earliest works.

The titles of the Promenades

("On Foot," "By Mot.r-car," "On Horseback," "By Ship," "By Airplane,"
"By Bus," "By Carriage," "By Train," "On Bicycle," and "By Stagecoach")
reflect some of the humor shown in Satie's titles.

Both the Suite in C

and the Bouvements perpetnels use some of Satie's devices— repetition
and a thin /texture*;!Ex. ila> Poulenc 1

•- V.

- •

^
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Satio's Peccadilles importunes.

,X .

~

I. "Eire jaloux de son camaraie

-/--Lj~-—

C&,

He!
Allied Cortot has rightly said of the Mouvements perpetuels that these
...... tJrree Pioces

'reflections of the ironical outlook of Satie adapted

t to tr‘- sensitive standards of the current intellectual circles . " 1

At the end of his life Poulenc paid a final tribute to Satie
*|h

talcing a recording of his piano works.

For this ho was awarded a

p-p v flu Risque.
Traces of both Debussy and Schubert are evide:. in Poulenc's
; vocal music.

Sometimes the melody and accompaniment are intermingled

as in the songs of Debussy.

Or, the piano and voice are in unison, or

•the voice dominates with the piano as purely accompaniment, as in some

of Schubert's songs.t

Poulenc dedicated his twelfth Improvisation to

Schubert:
,Kx. 12-

"XIIe7ne Improvisation."

mm. 1-12.

The influence of Chopin appears in several of the Promenades■
x); the* second, "By Motor-car." Poulenc indicated '(Chopin" or

p.

86 .

rassage

■*Ned Rore/n, "Poulenc and Bernac," Hi Fidelity, November 196?,
'

V'th a prominent melody over an arpeggiateti bassf
Ex, 1 ?j.

P romenades.

hp'p-h"

'’^-V

I I ."En auto

mm . 13-IS,

v£A m Z u . i & r n e L m
i
t
.
q
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The tenth Promenade,

"By Stagecoach," again uses an arpeggiated bass

And some Ghopinesque coloratura figures in the melody:

- - t

A resemblance to Chopin car) be found in the fourth Improvisation and'in
the Soirees de Nacelles.

•15» "IVerae Improvisation.”

run. 1-

k2

■Ex. 16.

tas soirees de Gazelles.

VII. "Le

gout du| malheur." .mm, I-5.
J-

j;p
,11
'
Si*'

--- --------------- jCldL.—

•The: Plt-i0 ...ptu lento section of the first movement of the Concerto for
-~TbLjlLf--ri0S and Orchestra, shows Chopin's pianistic influence:

,'4

Perforrgt rs
Two vo calls'tc were important. ,in Poulenc 's life,.

•The -first Kara

one of the most popular singers of that t i m e , Maurice Chevalier.

Poulenc

■and-his friends would spend hours in Paris' cafes listening to Chevalier's
music and the composer himself admits "having been influenced here £ in
the vocal music 3 oy the particular cast of vocal phrase, used by Maurice

Chevalier."!,

V.1 '

:hr 1:';

The second vocalist was the baritone Pieirre B e m a c .

Bernac is

bos.. known for his superlative interpretations ox the music of Schubert
and Schumann and of all French literature.
pan

After Poulenc began to accom-

him, the melodic lines of his songs became more sensitive and more

powerful.'-

Poulenc comments,

"I can never say how much I owe to Eluax'd.,

and now much I owe to Bernac, for it is thanks to, them that lyricism
har. finally penetrated my vocal work. ”3

.1

Hell, Francis Poulenc , p.

65.

^Hughes, "Poulenc," p. I666.

-'T.L. Miller, "Poulenc," Arnei'lcan Record G u i d e , December 1966,

P- 348.

Poulenc was introduced to harpsichordist Wanda Landowska by

Ricardo Vines.

Later he was. to say,

"The three great deter;’'ining encounters

of my career, those which -influenced .my art profoundly, were those with
I
Wanda Landowska, Pierre Bernue and Paul Eduard."

Poulenc and Landowska

remained close friends until her death in 1959 and Poulenc was always

very proud o.f their .relationship.

He described -Landowska as "one of

the only women who gives me the impression of genius in a pure state.
Her dedication to her work astonished him.

.

Poulenc claimed that Landowska's technique did not influence his,
but acknowledged that she had taught him .much about the work of the French
clavec.iid.Sts and had revealed mo .him the beauty of the works of Bach.
Landowska asked Poulenc to create a work for her and the result
was their close collaboration on the Concert Champetre.

The work was first

performed on -May 3 i 1929, in the Salle Pleyel by Landowska, conducted
by Pierre Monteux.

General 'S tylistic .Characteristics
As has been noted, Poulenc's style of w r i t i n g .is a composite
of the styles of many composers from all periods| fused into.a unique music
that is distinctly his own.

Constant Lambert finds that Poulenc "does

not write in any particular style that he fancies to be fashionable at
-ne .moment, but in every style of the past and present that is not
actually frowned on as pompous or o u t m o d e d . . B y borrowing a rhythm
or a melody Poulenc gave tribute to those composers he admired most,
-yaurenoe Davies comments:

I
•
*

"•Poulenc, M ol et lies A m i s , p. yj.
, "■'■'(;roy K. Young, A_Critical Dictionary of Composers and their
•:->lv/- i.London.: Dennis DobsonT‘Ltd ." 1954)7'p" 266)
' '
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Poulenc's stylistic borrowings are more a matter of naive homage and
effusiveness than conscious plagiarism.
When ne was not engaged in
outright parody he was usually intent simply on paying his debts
publicly and. to the full.
For this he is at least to be preferred
to those who display less honesty concerning theix' musical ante
cedents
Poulenc himself commented,

"I have sought neither to ridicule nor to

mimic tradition, but to compose naturaiiv, as I felt impelled to.

o

Present in his music are elements of impressionism, neo-classicism, and
neo-romanticism.

One style which does not play a part is serialism.

Poulenc admired but did not like the works of Schonberg, Berg and
Webern.

Their music made him uncomfortable because, in his w o r d s , "too

much respect prevents intfmacy."3
Besides other composers, Poulenc was often inspired by poetry
and. art.

Visual things, he maintained, made a greater impression on

him than aural things.^

He spoke of writing the Sonata.for Two Pianos

w lile under the influence of Matisse,
the verses of Mallarme.

He had seen Matisse's designs on

The same subject, a swan, for example, would

be depicted in three or four p o s itions, ranging from the most complex
and most dense to the most simple and most p u r e ,

This treatment of

C.'
subject matter is reflected, is his m u s i c .J
There is a duality in Poulenc's music as there is in his life.
From his mo ther and. father he acquired both a deep faith and an irreverence,
a dignity and a vulgarity, a seriousness and a ffrivolity.

Although Poulenc

-'-Laurence Davies, The Gallic Muse (New Yorks A.S. Barnes and
Company, 196?), p- 159*
2Sabin, "Poulencs

'The Essence is Simplicity,'" p. 2?,

3Poule.no, Bntretiens Avec Claude R o s t a n d , p. 182.
'fBourdet r Pris sur le v i f , p. 232.
vFoulenc, E n t r e t i e n s a v e c Claude R o s t a n d , p. 1/2.
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constantly tried, in his music and in his personal life to display a light
heartedness and an unfailing humor, he revealed himself to his close friends
as an insecure and troubled man.

He displayed to all a facility for

composition, an ease in writing that made all of his works seem
improvisatory.

In reality, he anguished over his music, writing and

rewriting many times and them finally, falling back on the opinions- of
his trusted friends, Georges Auric and Jacques Fevrier.
A number of sources can be found which loosely divide Poulenc's
piano music into varying periods.

Warren Werner suggests three periods.

The first includes the works showing the influence of the group Les S i x ,
or those up through the year 1921.

Characteristics of the period are

a linear style, ostinato figures, b:ltonality, occasional-use of modes
and the pentatonic scale and a free treatment of meter and the barline.
The second period includes those works after Poulenc's study with K o e c h l i n ,
up through 1925 and the suite Napoli ■

Elements of these works are a more

extensive use of the resources of the p i a n o , a staccato chord technique,
more brilliant passage work, richer harmonies, a heavy reliance on pedal
and. wider reaches and hand extensions.

Werner considers the last period

as those works after 1940 and does not believe these to be P o u l e n c ’s
best.

-

The music of the last period is lyrical and f a r m i n g with Paure-

like melodies supported by flowing chordal figurations in the left hand,
in general a lighter type music than that from his middle life
Claude Rostand distinguishes four periods in Poulenc's life:
(l) the Fauve period, from 1915 to 1920 (2) the period in which the meter
becomes established, from

1920

-'-Warren Kent Werner,

c,

9.

to

1930

(3 ) the period from

1930

to

1937

"Performer's Analysis," Clavier, March 1970,

j_n which Poulenc rejects both aggressiveness and an excess of simplicity,
and (A) the period after

1937

in which he is in complete control of

expression in diverse a r e a s .1
It seems to be generally agreed that there are at least two
distinct divisions in the piano w o r k s .
of the 1920s and the early 1930s.

The first includes the works

These 'works, e.g. the Mouvements

perpetuels, the Suite in C, and the Trois novelettes, are facile and
charming, characterized by a precision and simplicity and a lack of selfconsciousness.

There is evident a strong influence of Satie and Stravinsky

ana. the direction is away from romanticism and impressionism.
A second period seems to begin about 1936 °r 1937*
the year of Poulenc's pilgrimage to

8 ocaaEtiBjj|$.,aa$d

1936 was

the eventful redis- .

■%
V
v
*

oovery of his lost faith.

This is reflected:^!®.-<&■new seriousness and
,

emotional maturity,

W -'g.
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At the same time a more lyrical quality-: had been

the result of his collaborations w i t h Pierre 3 e m a c .

^

1

■?

The.-music of the';,... -,,,3,

second period dr'aws heavily upon sources and styles from Poulenc's
/
... -

musical experience.

r
.

•■ v
1
;.i *1
/" * r 3 j
....
An example f£(M*the second ‘period* is *the set Off

Douze improvisations which Poulenc himself considered to be among the
test of his compositions.

■ . -1 .

The piano music ranges in difficulty from intermediate to advanced,
'•'"v easiest works are probably the V i llageolses, the Suite Pranpaise,
the "Vaise" from the Album of the S i x , the Mouvements perpetuels, the
Pgulllets d*album and the first "Novelette."

The most difficult include

some of the Promenades, the "Caprice Italien" from N a p o l i , the "Presto,"
the "Toccata" from the Trois pieces and segments of the Soirees de Nazelles

1 K°y,

Francis P o u l e n c , p. 81.
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Because Poulenc was trained primarily as a pianist, his music
is idiomatic for that instrument.

Typical are scalar passages, chordal

melodies and accompaniments,>large leaps, crossed hand passages, arpeggiated figures and cross-rhythms like duples against triples.

Poulenc

had an extremely large hand which could span o ver an octave and a half."
This is reflected In the music which calls frequently for the reach of ''

a tenth, impossible for many pianists.,
.•

14

Ex. 19a.

Promenades.

. . '*-■ .•

••. '’ *:'{

i
v

IX. "A bicyclettei"

*■' 4" % ..
mm. 1-2.

U&JL

The harmonic style of P o u l e n c ’s music is basicallyibonal.
are simple, involving the standard m e t w i t h

-'-Hell, Francis Poulenc, p, ix.

Rhythms

an occasional, change in

'
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measure

length when the length of a phrase seems to demand i t .

Forms,

other than the concert! and the sonatas for duet and duo-piano, arerestricted to simple miniatures.

Each smaller work in turn contains a

number of smaller sections, as can be illustrated by the third piece
from the Houvements perpetuels.

The piece is in ABA form with the "A"

sections beginning in parallel fashion, hut being of different lengths
(seven and eighteen measures respectively) and a "B" section of twenty-nine
measures.

The work may he diagrammed in the following manners

Number of measures
in each phrase
Subdivision of the phrase
Melodic idea

2 (8

beats) + 1 ( 7 beatsT
A

2

+

B

2
C

B

8

+2 2 +2
D D E El
2

8

+2 2 +2
D D F F

+2
D D

2

8

2

4

E2

5
4 + 1
uJ...

Coda

A
.
... 2 ( 8
A

_

3
beacs) + 1 (? beats)
A

2 + 1

2

.. 8

7

2 + 1 + 1 ’f 2 + 2
[ F I
1
G

2 + 1 + 1
I
G

Poulenc did not create any new forms, nut used taose already familiar
Po him, particularly ternary ABA.

Pedal is to be applied much more

frequently than is expected and c e n

inly more than is indicated in the

music.
Probably the single most important element of Poulenc's music
the melody, which may be either diatonic or modal.

The melodies are

strongly influenced by vocal music and have a distinctly spontaneous

2"

H
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qualify*

The mood of Poulenc's music is enthusiastic and reflects the

atmosphere

of the Parisien c a f e s .

Sometimes the themes of popular songs

are found, as in the "Caprice Itaiien" from the suite N a p o l i .

The music

is generally light and humorous and the word most often used to describe
it is "charming,"

•j

CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF THE PIANO MUSIC OF FRANCIS POULENC

Form
Form can be described as the general plan or structure of a com

position.

Like French composers before him, Poulenc preferred smaller

forms, notably the more lyrical character p i e c e s .

Examples of this

"salon music" are the intermezzi, nocturnes and impromptus.

The.few exceptions

are the Concerto for Two Pianos and .Orchestra, the concerto for piano.
----j —
r-r-~--- -rr
--- -----------r— r' .
A' - _
'
at

solo, Aubade, the Concert Champetre and the sonatas for piano duo and

"Finale" in the duet sonata, Poulenc totally avoids the traditional forms il/t
associated wjth the sonata.

;
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Again in the tradition of French composers, Poulenc wrote several;
works for children.! L ’histoire ,.d.e Babar for piano and narrator, the.,,}.
;
/*
'
yVni;^1
nv_,
,<&"•>• •
' :'
!
'
’ 1'‘>
,:V,
*'
Villageoises and the Suite Franoai.se d 'apres Claude Gei-vaise. The flatter
works are easy enough to be played by young students.
least in t i t l e , to older f o rms.

A few works r e v e r t , at

The Suite Francaise uses title of barotpue

dances, like the "Bransle," and the "Pavane."

Other works use the titles

lastourelle," "Toccata," "Gigue" and "Bourse."
The types of pieces written by Poulenc can be organized into
following categories:

(l) nocturnes (2) suites (3 ) impromptus
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(t) novelettes (5 ) dances (6) intermezzi (7 ) variations and (8) the largest

single category, the improvisations.

Nocturnes
The nocturne, introduced by John Field and explored by Chopin,
is a romantic character piece written specifically for the piano.

It

is generally in a melancholy., languid, mood and consists, of an expres
sive melody over a broken chord accompaniment.-1- While Poulenc's
nocturnes do make frequent-use of the broken chord accompaniment, their
moods with two exceptions could be described as romantic, or as gay and
playful.

- /••■
The length of the nocturnes ranges from thirty measures (the /.

second) to one hundred and two measures (the first).

•

•v

>.•

from, one to four measures.

•/ '
.
?
>i-•M.i.
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V.•
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For the- most

Phrase lengths range
SfJfS' ,»■»*<: ■■'

m' & Aphrases are .dissimilar

t ‘.

-

i

d ^

consisting of a kind of free succession of jfelbdic ideas," However
7
•V»
:/<"».
the second and seventh nocturnes the phrases'. may be described as p a r a l l e l . ■
; . .
..
■ >4%.-':
An element common to all of -the nocturnes in this cycle ifijfef|jj|
' .
by- ■'
; v

-

recurrence of the original melodic idea ("A1*) >. Their common form could

%
► ■

be loosely described as ternary with the outer parts in each case cdiisistiug of parallel melodic material»’ ’The secbnd, third, '

.

sixth and seventh r o c t u m e s are in ABA form with sections of irregular
length distinguished by a change of tonality in the "B" sections.
third nocturne

also has a distinct change of texture.

The

The last piece,

the Coda, has the form of AA^A with the theme in G major transposed down
an octave in the inner section.

.
■'•Willi A p d , Harvard Dictionary of M u s i c , 2nd ed.. (Massachusetts:
ne Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1944), p. 5 ? 5 •

'Sui£§§
Poulenc has written two suites, the Suite in C ("Presto,"
"Andante," and "Vif") written in 1920, and Napoli ("Barcarolle," "Nocturne,"
and.

"Caprice

Italian") five years later.

According tc the Harvard Dic

tionary, the modern suite replaces the traditional dances with a free
succession of dances or movements of different c h a r a c t e r B o t h of P o u l e n c ’
suites have three movements and the tempo series of both is fast-slowfast.
The pieces have other similarities., but not necessarily in cor
responding movements.

The "Andante" from the Suite in C and the "Barcarolle

from Napoli are the shortest movements' in each suite.
may be considered a single unit ("A")*

''

The form of each

.The "Andante" is unified., by almost

•
.**>-' ;, ' ■i h.
•

■f

,f

constant sixteenth note movement

,«••V
-‘ «■/'.-/

.are of varying

■

. f -A- .

lengths and repetition is infrequent.and irregular., although there is some -"
similarity of accompaniment patterns,

The "Barcarolle" has-an .initial v h -

theme which occurs four times in its thirty-seveifmeasures,

It is.unified'

by one consistent tonality and by repetition o f ^ i ^ h t h note' accompaniment
patterns,

_

.../

. 'V1. A ,

Sections distinguished by right or left hand'melodies may be
found in both the "Presto" and the "Nocturne,"

The "Caprice Italian"

>. ..
;

rnay be divided into major sections by change of meter, and then subdivided
b,y change of tonality or melodic figuration.

Phrases are for the most

Part dissimilar and varied in length.
The movement from Napoli with the most clearly defined form is
the "Nocturne."

The design is ABA in lengths of twenty-three, sixteen

1Ibid., p. 814.

&nd twenty measures.

The "A" sections may he subdivided into two parts,

right hand melody ana. left hand melody, both having in common an accom

paniment pattern of sixteenth note triplets.

The “ B " section is distin

guished by four elements: (l) change of tempo (2 ) change of meter from ^
to \ (3) change of dynamic level and (h) key change, from D-flat major
to D major.

Impromptus
The impromptu is a nineteenth century character piece written
by such composers as Schubert and Chopin and characterised by a traditional
style and form.'1' Witn the exception of the fifth Impromptu,

which is unified

by the recurrence of the initial idea, P o u l e n c 1s five pieces are most
untraditional.

The C inq Impromptus are distinguished by a succession

of melodic ideas and unified by the recurrence of rhythmic patterns (the. ^
first Impromptu has sixteenth note triplets throughout) or b y repetitive
accompaniments (the second, third and fifth use repeated patterns j .
are short and almost never parallel.

Phrases

The total lengths of the pieces

<
, *
range from nineteen .measures (the first) to seventy-three measures (second
and fourth Impromptus).

Novelettes
The three "Novelettes,’■ written in 192?, 1928 and 1959 have lengths
of one hundred eighteen, eighty-one and seventy-seven measures respec
tively,
^I.

Each has a different overall form; I. A B C A 5 II. ABA; and

Aa I-A2a 3,

Sections of the first and second are determined basically

i'j change of tonality, although the "B" section of the second is also dis-
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languished by a th ick e r te x tu re and lo n g e r, more sustain ed chords.
,,f

Each

the four s e ctio n s of the th ir d has a statem ent o f the f i r s t theme,

transposed up o r down an o c ta v e , o r in to the p a r a l l e l major.

Phrases

are very r a re ly p a r a lle l and the p ieces are u n ifie d by s im ila r ity of
melodic p a tte rn s , rhythmic p a tte rn s o r te x tu r e s .

Dances
The dances w ritten by Poulenc include the "V alse" (1919)> the
V illageo lses (1 9 3 3 ) , "Badinage" (193^)> the Su ite Franpaise (1 9 3 5 )* and
the "Bourree" .(1937) • Of th e s ix te e n dances nine a r e in ABA form, fiv e
can be id e n tifie d as one b a s ic id ea found e ith e r a s a sin g le u n it ("A")
c r rep eated (AA, Aa I a) , and th e o th e r two have the forms ABAB ( "V alse”)
and ABCD ( V illa g e o ls e s i VI. ’’Coda ’) .

le n g th s o f th e dances range from

twenty measures ( V illa g e o is e s : I I I . "R ustique”) to one hundred and f i f t y two measures (Su ite F ran p aise; V II. " C a r illo r i" ).
Tor the most p a rt s e c tio n s a re o f ir r e g u la r len g th .
the V illa g e o lse s the forms are f a i r l y sym m etrical.

However in--.. ,

The "Valse T yrol!en n e"

in ABA form has th ree balanced s e c tio n s o f s ix te e n measures each .

The

"S taccato " (ABA) lias s e ctio n s o f s ix te e n , e ig h t, and six te e n measures :.,
plus a fiv e measure c o d e tta .

The "Rustique" (AA.-U3-A) can be divided in to

groups of fo u r, s i x , s ix and fou r m easures.

The " P e t i t e ro n d e," again

ABA form, is balanced in t h is way: se v e n -e ig h t-so v e n .
Phrase lengths axe s h o rt and may cnange w ith each s e c tio n .

Both

tne "V alse" de 1 ' album des s i x and the "Valse T yrolienne" ( V illa g e o is e s )
nave "A" s e ctio n s c h a ra c te ris e d by two measure p h rases and "B" s e ctio n s

0: fou r measure ph rases.

The "C a rillo n " (Su ite F ra n p a ise ) has p a r a lle l

5?
phrases of five and fix measures in its "A" section and four measure phrases
in "3".

Several, works use dynamic changes to distinguish sections

(Vixlogeoises! "Staccato,” "Polka," "Petit ronde") and some have a distinct
change of texture ("Bourree," Villageoises; "Staccato").

In none of the

dances is a section change identified with a change of tonality.
Of this group of works, the "Badinage" is the most irregular and
unusual.

Its fifty-two measures cannot be divided into distinct sections.

Melodic phrases are rarely- repeated and lengths of phrases are irregular.
Small sections of varying lengths seem to emerge only because of variances
of melodic pattern.

The whole is distinguished by a kind of continuous,

spontaneous melodic flow and unified by a departure and return to the key
*

'

‘
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of G major.

'
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Intermezzi
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A n intermezzo was originally a madrigal or light' musical drama ivV.presented between the acts of a. play or opera.

In the nineteenth oentpry

composers began to give the title to smaller character ::
p ie^s>y|f|^phvsa^ed'.
to suggest that the
importance.
fcrm.l

been composed between works of greater
•‘■
**./$/f»>;

Schumann and Brahms wrote intermezzi,, frequently in. 4lA

Poulenc seems to have behn the first French composer to write

this kind of piece.
Four works are included in this category: the "Intermede"

(1932),

the two Intermezzi in C and D-flat major (193^-) and the Intermezzo in
A-flat major (19^-h) .

The pieces range in length from sixty-nine, measures

(intermezzo in G major) to one hundred thirty-six measures ("Intermede").
The intermezzi share two common features: short, dissimilar phrases and

llbid., p. 4l7>

a rather free succession of melodic ideas.
The ''Intermede" and the Intermezzo in A-flat have sections dis
tinguished by similar melodic material but with a change of tonality.
The Intermezzo in D-flat major has a,n "A" section which returns trans
posed an octave higher.

Lyrical legato sections are contrasted by playful

staccato sections in the "Intermede" and the Intermezzo in C major.
All four works do conclude in their original key, but only two, the Inter
mezzi in D-fiat and A-flat major, return to their original melodic
material.

Variations
The Harvard Dictionary describes variations ass
a musical form [Variation form} resulting from the consistent application
of variation techniques so that a musical theme is followed b y a
varying number of modified restatements, each being a ’v a r iation’....
There are four basic kinds of variation: A. a variation that^preserves
both melody [though perhaps with new ornamentation} and harmony of
the t h eme; B. one that preserves the essential harmony of the themej
C. one in which the harmonies deviate but the over-all structure,
such as the number of measures, the structure of sections and p h r a s e s ,
and the cadentlal endings, is preserved; P. the entirely free'vari
ations of m o d e m composers in which even the structural outlines of
the theme are no longer recognizable.
Historically, category A prevails throughout the 16th and 17th
centuries, category B throughout the classical period, category G
is common among romantic composers, and D is characteristic of the
most recent style [beginning with D'Indy, Reger and R. S t r a u s s } .^
The two woz’ks by Poulenc labeled as variations are the Soirees
de Nazelles (1936) and the Theme varie (1951)>

Both works seem to fit

into category "D" (the entirely free variations of modern composers in which
even the structural outlines of the theme are no longer recognizable).
Phrase lengths and lengths of sections are irregular and seem unrelated
to any overall sche m e .
found in the Soirees.

-4 bid. , p. 892.

A variety of frequently changing tonalities are
In the Theme varie the tonality seems restricted

to major keys, and the work begins and ends in the same key, A-flat major.
In neither work can a central melody or harmony be discovered and both
use both duple and triple meters.
with the following variables:

Variety is achieved in the variations

(l) meter (2 ) tempo (3 ) tonality (4) har

mony (5) melody and melodic figuration (6) dynamics (7 ) articulation
and (8) texture.

Improvisations
The term "improvisation" refers to music of a spontaneous nature.
Poulenc wrote twelve Improvisations between the years 1932 and 1941,
two more in 1958, and a final Improvisation, his .last work for p i a n o ,
in i960 .

The works vary in length from twenty-one measures (nintls^Im- ,

provisatlon) to one hundred thirty-six measure® (twelfth I m p x o v i s ^ i p n )
and their total

.verage length is fifty-eight measures .

•

?1

As in the other works, Poulenc's preferred form seems to fee ABA,
The "A" is characterised fey return of the original melodic material and
(with the exception of the s i x t h :Improvisation) the original tonality..
None of the works are purely symmetrical but some have outer sections
of almost equal length (first, ninth a n d fifteenth improvisations;}:;, ,
.
The change from part "A" to part "B" may fee distinguished fey the follow
ing characteristics, given in order of their frequency:

(l) change of

tonality (2 ) change of figuration ( 3 ) change of texture (4) change of
articulation and. (5 ) change of phrase length.
The second most common form found in' the Improvisations is "A"

Cr some variance of it (i.e. AAAtA) . An example of the single unit "A"
is the eleventh Improvisation which is unified by one key and by a similar
figuration throughout.

The fifth Improvisation.(AAAIa ) has an initial
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thtme which appears three times in A minor and once in F-sharp minor.
Tliroughout all fifteen Improvisations, phrases are short and g e n 
erally dissimilar.

Each work, or section of a work, is characterized

by a rather free succession of melodic ideas, flowing spontaneously
instead of following a preconceived plan.
In reviewing the survey of Poulenc's form, it can be found that
parallel, or even similar phrasing is the exception rather than the rule.
The forms found most frequently can be grouped into three categories;
(l) ternary forms, or those forms with outer sections of similar or iden
tical melodic material and generally the same tonality, but rarely sym
metrical lengths;

(2) multiple "A"- forms, or those pieces eharaeberimed

4••/"..|
by a recurrence of the original melodic material, sometimes varied bjrvft '
change of tcnality or register; and (3 ) forms of a single u nit whiohlafe not easily divided into smaller sections; melodic ideas are riot repeated:;
but flow in an effectively spontaneous suecessi 0h|..
. ■

,

Harmony
Machlis defines harmony in t h e following ways

, - V ;’ ■
y.

..;ty,

- \£yf
,*.• yfivl

"Harmony is to

music what perspective is to paintings the element of depth, the third " •
I:
f v .
■•
.
dimension . " 1 > It'is the vertical aspect of music as opposed to the hori
zontal element of melody.
During the classical period the triad became the harmonic found
ation of music.

Every chord had a name, a place and a function, and all

were related to the basic chords I, IV, and V.

After 1800 the triadic

system remained to be further explored and romantic composers sought to
enrich their harmonies with freer modulation into sometimes unrelated

^Joseph Machlis, I ntroduction to Contemporary Music (New York:
W-W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1961 ), p. 22.

•

.!
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keys, chromaticism, and. a less restricted sense of tonality.
was used in nev? ways.

Bjssonance

Some composers of the twentieth century began a

change from tertial to quanta! harmony.
and parallel chords were all used.

Multiple-note chords, polychords

Poulenc composed in an eclectic style

utilizing a variety cf newer i d eas, but never moving too far from nine
teenth century' harmony.
The first part of this survey of Poulenc's harmonic style will
discuss the following elements:

(l) chord structures (2) tonality or

combinations of tonality (3) modulation (4) ostinati and (5) cadences.
The basic structure of Poulenc's music is the triad; however,
rarely are even short passages found in which only pure, readily identi...
•
'''i ”
*■
'
fia'ble triads are used.
Suite Fraaqalse).

(The exceptions are the Vlllageoises and the

Supertertian structures are common, most frequently

those of sevenths dr ftinths r: These Structures may be directly related :th;: T

4

the harmony or may be used as embellishments without an apparent
.

•

. .

;.'

>;-• •
fe.

relation to the key center.; they may be colored and enriched b y added
tones, frequently those of the second o r sixth scale degrees.

.-//

Gnords built-

in fourths and fifths are almost nonexistent in Poulenc ’s m u s i c .

'v

Three aspects of tonality are to be considered here *. (a-) bitonality
or polytonality (b) modality and modal mixtures and (c) tonal pillars
(or sonorities which have the function of a tonic).
are not an. important factor of Poulenc's style.
can be found.

Multiple tonalities

However a few examples

The second Impromptu is. characterized by an ostinato

figure which, by the tonic-dominant relationship of the first beats,
establishes the key of C major.

This phrase appears first in G major

Klth a stepwise ascending-descending melody.

When the phrase returns
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the added -accidentals determine the melody to be in the key of B major,
over the G major ostinato.
Ex, 20.

Cinq impromptus.

II.

"Allegro vivace."

gun. 1-4, 60-6.3 •

accompaniment reveals two keys! the upper voice uses a n E-flat scale
and the lower voice the scale of 1) major.
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E'x. 21*

Promenades.

V. "En avion."

mm. i~3>

The modes play an important role in Poulenc's music.

The Suite

Franpalse is written entirely in the modes and other works use a combina
tion of a major or minor key and a mode, resulting in mixed modality.
The "Valse" has a C-ly&ian melody over a C major ostinato.
Ex. 22.

"Valse."

nun. 1-8.
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The concept of tonal pillars is one that has been developed by

Robert

Mueller and which is discussed in "The Harmonic Style of Francis

Poulenc" by Warren Kent Werner.

The idea presented is that not all music

('including works by Poulenc) can be defined in the sense of having a tonic
They may have instead, an "absolute, nontonal sonority, which lacks any
sense of direction or resolution, but rather, functions as a tonic
center....These tonal pillars have in themselves no d e a r tonal associ
ations , but reappear throughout the composition in original and altered
form, at identical or transposed pitch level.

Such juxtaposition of

fragmentary ideas helps provide tonal unity and direction.

'Tonality,'

in this, expanded conception of .the term, depends upon the balance and
interaction of the independent sonorous effects, not upon ley feeling, or
key relationship."-*-

pi)

Werner goes on to say that "In certain cf his works ,'Poulenc
seems to forsake his usual tonal language, articulated by strong fifth
relationships and by frequent cadencing. to depend instead, upon repeated
references to a specific sonorous idea for tonal orientation and harmohic
unity.

In such cases the tonal pillar explanation provides a convincing

method of analysing the music."

The example given by Wefnef is

the "Pastorale" from the Trois pieces.

The opening c h ord; which functions

as the pillar, is a sonority built of fourths! C, F-sharp, B-flat, E-flat
sr,d E-natural which is sounded, at the same pitch level six timely through,,
o
out one thirty-four measures of the composition.

IWemer,

"The Harmonic Style of Francis Poulenc," pp. 5?~8.

^ I b i d . , p.

136 .
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Ex. 23.

,H

.

Trols pieces.

I. "Pastorale."

m. 1.

There are few works which remain entirely in one k e y a n d those
t
, ifi* >*
%.i
* '
.

which do have brief passages whost tonality is hard to defi n e , 'or nhra:
which.seem to be .about to modulate
>m M . 1
,m

1918 Mouvements perpetuels (all three)
1919 .' ^ a l s e * ^ "
K^?v■ Vi
1920 Suite in C. Ix. "Andante"
i?28 Trois novelettes. .Illy.;fAndantino tranguillc'
1933
'4-'H i d
'• ■' $$
19^1 "Xlerae Improvisation"

Prom this it can be seen that pieces which do not modulate come from
all periods of P o u l e n c ’s composition.
The majority of works, however, display frequent and Skillful
modulations.

These include changes from major to parallel minor (the

fifteenth Improvisation and the eighth Promenade) or from major to rel
ative minor (fifth Improvisation).

The seventh variation from the

WW-h
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Soirees de Nazelles modulates from G major to tne sub-dominant F major
and back to G major.

The first "Novelette" progresses through the keys

of C major, C minor, to the dominant G major and back-

The "Presto"

from the Suite in G modulates from C major to the parallel C minor, to
its relative major E-flat, and then returns to the original key, C major.
Other modulations are to less traditional k e y s .

The fifth variation

from the Soirees de Nazelles has the following key series*. F-sharp minor,
B-flat minor, g minor.

The second "Novelette" has nine key changes

in eighty-one measures; B-flat major, D-flat minor, B-flat minor, B-flat
major, D minor, E minor, E major, E-flat major, B-flat minor.

The first

Nocturne changes key nine times in one hundred and two measures: 0 major.,
■D major, D minor, C minor, P minor, G minor, B-flat major, A-flat major

•'
.

and C major.
••

J

S

•■ >

.

.? •/

$'W'*

, .-tv..-

,,

■■ .
' '

* tf■
*

’’'fl

v
'

Ostinati are often found in Poulenc's music and seem to serve dnfiV'
'<:
• !-r'• *•*
.
■
■
;•< •
the following purposes; (a) ’immediate identification of tonality
,:j
■
',s.f
.
,
■]
f. ' t.>
v
(b) rhythmic unity and drive and (c) a ueans of supplying one of the
simplest possible harmonies.

Ostinati appear in Poulenc's first published

work an d In works from, all other periods.

TABLE 2

•v

-

••

WORKS USING OSTINATI
1918

Houvements perpet u els
I. "Asses mode-re"
I I . "Tr£s modere"
TTI. "Alerte"

1919

"Valse"

1920

Suite in C
I. "Presto"
I. "Andante"
III. "Vif"

■■

; ‘
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TABLE 2 — Continued.
1920

C inci 1mpro mpt u s
I I . "Allegro vivace"
III. "Tres modere'"
V. "Andante’’

1921

Promenades
X. "En diligence"

1927

'Tastourelle"

1933

Villageoises
I. '3if-J.se lyrolienne"
II. "Staccato"
VI. "Coda"

1934

"Presto"
‘ ;V *

The example shown here is taken from the last work listed, the "Bourxee."
j-.

j * *■£■’

\5'/ ''

The piece is written in 'modified terniry!;ldfm and.ttptals f3.fty-two; measures. '
The "A" sections, Which total twenty-eight measures, are characterized
by an ostinato w ith la ■repeated tonic. I n .this- instance", the ostrnato
'•
V ’,
'
' - v •. '
.r
« ‘>r ,
-t.•'
is colored by the second scale degree w h ich does not, however, distract

the "B" section uses consecutively an ostinato built on the dominant G
^ d a G pedal nove under a melody which moves from G to E-flat to a

A.
v~
Ji A->

id
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chromatic passage.

The G retains the function oi a dominant and eases

Inc transition back to C major.
W e r n e r ’s study shows the most frequently used cadence to be the
traditional authentic cadence.

It may be embellished with nonharmonic

tones, or the dominant may be disguised as a supertertian structure, but
the basic cadence is that cf dominant to tonic.

The cadence occurring

second in frequency is the half cadence, or tliat progressing to the
dominanx.

Other cadences used include the plagal and the truojne.^

For the second part of this harmonic survey, a detailed study
will be made of three works representing the early, middle and late periods
of Poulenc's composition.

The three Monvemenba perpetuels, written in.

1918» wore P o u l e n c ’s first published work and are a product o f the tiise
of P o u l e n c ’s association with lies -Six.

The eighth H o c t u m e , written in

1938 and published the following year, Comes from the period of
collaboration w ith Pierre Bernac.
fifteenth Improvisation.

'

The last work to be discussed is the

It was written in the summer of 1959 and pub-

’

.V?

listed in 1961, and was Poulenc's final composition for piano.
The Mouvements perpetuels are typical of the type of music
admired by las S i x .

The music is simple, repetitive and light of mood.

The first of the set lias a twenty-three measure ostinato which establishes
the key of B-flax major.

Scale degrees used (1^ l-5-5-6-l-?-,5~6) emphasise

the torn c a.nd the dominant.

Two identical parallel motifs of two measures

each are followed by a three measure motif with a modal melody.

It-nbid., pp. 93-111

Ex. 25-

Mouvements perpetuels.

f

%

- -

I. "Assoc modere."

pi

J ^ l r ? -* J

mm. 1-?.

—*

-g
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6
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‘
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'
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Vi

■■"^‘
Ji’
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Other examples of mixed modality can be found.
In measures tdn ’arid1
.
. ■'
•
.
'J.*:>.%
/'f>i
/,.•■.' •*, **• ■ v\j.
. t •
eleven, the melody appears in G-flat major and 1di%eas'ux&£‘■fouac.'tfe.eir.V/P-'■■
v
■-'i'; ■ ; •.•ij-.-T1
t
?•'•
C / r ;;i
.r\,':*
through seventeen are parallel phrases whose tonality is difficult:.: to '•

':

,'■/• ,...JS,,.V

define.
Ex. 26a.

. **
'
**
Monvements perpetuels. I.

• •/,
"Assez m o d e r * ." am. 10-11.

/

*•.

it
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Ex. 26b.

Nouvements p c rp e tu e ls .

I.

"Asses irodere."

mn, lit-1

The second piece of the Mouvemehts i s .unified by parallel phrases
which have slight rhythmic variations, and by a consistent shape of
phrase.

}.

The key is established as D minor by a melody

and accompaniment which continually move away from, and return to, the
tonic.

Poulenc uses xhe accidentals of both natural and harmonic forms

of the minor in his repetitive accompaniment pattern.
Ex,

27.

Mouvements perpetuels ■

II. "Tres modere."

aim. 1-14.
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. F major with parallel phrases of eight beats each.

The.chord progression

in these first threw measures io a traditional I-IV-ii-Y-I-IV-ii-V with
root movements of a fifth, third, fifth; fifth, fifth, third and fifth.
Ex. 28.

Kouveincnts perpetnels ■

III.

"Alerte."

mm. 1-k.

— Qf-

The "B’’ section changes meter from jt to jS|.

It is basically in three

parts .(B^B'fB1 ) with the first part consisting of parallel two measure
motifs of ninth chords built on the second scale degree.

fj
29-

donvements pe.rpetuels.

7.11. "Alerts."

mm. 8-11.

The second "A1' section is unified by an ostinato pattern con
taining a minor second and also by repeated motifs"..

Variety is achieved

by a change to an ostinato using ninths and an octave doubling of the
melody.
Ex. 30.

Kouvements perretuels.

HI.

"Alerte."

mm. k0-k&.
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Interesting features of the three pieces are their non-tradi.tional
'final cadences.

The first piece.has a tonic B-flat on the final .measure,

but also includes such non-harmonic tones as G-flat, A. If-flat and C.
'Ex'.' 31,

Mouveraents perpetuels'.

I. "Asses modern."
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Ihe second piece has a melody which concludes on tlie tonic .D and an
accompaniment which cadences in C major.

u t >l
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Ex. 32.

Mouvements perpetuels■

II. '"Tres modere."

mm. 22-24.

The third M ouvements perpetuels ends on a semi-cadence;
is a dominant eleventh.

•

...
Ex.

33.

the final cK&rd.

_

Mouvements perpetuels.

.
III. "Alert©."

j

T

2

•I

Vi,.„ •

x*2?'•
*
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*L

f ►

mm. 55~5f>

i

-bbto&$=

The notable elements of the Mouvements perpetuels are:

(l) thin textures

often only two voices (2 ) melody over accompaniment, both moving for
the most part in steady eighth note rhythms ( 3 ) parallel or similar
phrases (4) numerous small, varied sections (S) use of major, mb "or or
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modal scales alone or in combinations (6) ostinati and (7 ) unusual
concluding cadences, the last piece concluding on the dominant.
The eighth Nocturne consists of chords of from four to seven
voices built in thirds and predominantly major.

It can be divided into

three sections of twelve, twelve and eleven measures, each identified
by 3- statement of the first phrase m

G major.

The first section remains

in G major for six measures using only the basic chords I, IV and V.
There is a brief shift rnto B--flat major, and after a breath mark, into
G minor.
Ex. 3^.

" V i l l e n Nocturne.,"

mm. 1-12.
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The second section is characterised by numerous shifts of scale center.
The initial phrase in G major appears transposed down an octave.

From

the second phrase on, the key rapidly changes, from B-flat major to
A-flat major, D-flat major, C-roajor, F minor, E-flat major and G minor.
The key cnange from D~flat to C is accomplished in measure nineteen with
an augmented sixth chord which resolves to G and G.

In measures twenty

through twenty-two the changes are effected by the use of a common chord
which serves as the dominant of the new key.

Boot movement consists

mostly of movement in fifths.
Ex. 35 •

mm. .%2h.
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The f i n a l .section shifts from G major to C major and bade.

Then,

f-V'after a breath marie, we find a auccowsicn of key changes ( O A - F - G )
Accomplished again by common chords whicn are dominants of the new keys.

xo0i movements in these measures also is fzeuuoritly that of a fifth
^interval.(C-E-A-C-F-D-G-C) with some use of thirds.

Measures twenty-one and

'twenty-two are a transposition of t\v conclusion o f the first Nocturne
:in C major. . Trie eighth N o c t u r n e w h i c h ends in C major, is meant then
to serve

a coda for the cycle, indicated by Poulenc's phrase p o m

servrir; ae Coda au: Cycle .

................. 7 ................. ?____________________________________
..if

-*-o..o

____

§:
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Important elements of the eighth Nocturne are (.1)

- rnir.ior

predorunanti

built in thiros, with some sevenths, ninths and thirteorR. n

(2) texture of four to seven parts (3 ) shifting key centers (4 ) dissimilar
notify, each approximately two measures in length (y; cadences either
half or authentic and (6) root movement for the most part in fifths,
"with some use of -thirds.
P o u l e n c ’s last piano piece is also one of his simplest.
melody, which is vocal in character, has a range

mostly

in stepwise motion.

07? an

octave

The.

and

move

The form is basically in three parts with

.lengths of twenty-six, fourteen and twenty-four measures respectively.
The sixty-four measure composition is unified by a single theme which
is.found eleven times with only slight variations.
stated in an extended version of six measures.
Ex. 37>

"XV6®6’ Improvisation."

mm. 1-6.

The theme is first

60
<Thf- ’A" sections, in G minor, arc rair-2i©X-- 'They each cohsist of two
.statements of the theme, with variations? in the accompaniment» four
.measures of sequential material and another two statements of the' 'theme-.
I’he chord, progression under each theme is the sane; i-iy-YII-III-VI -II?y9-i .

The root movement then (C~F~B-fiat-E-flat-A-flat-D-C-C) is enr: rely

by fifths..

o
1
The V? progression is an example of Poulejc ’s use of a super-

tertian domf r.nt to embellish an authentic cadence (measures nine, twenty•ine and. twenty-five).
Ex. 33-

For variety, one or more notes may be lacking.

"XVyJce Improvisation."

mm. 7-26,

82
relate;! to the theme.
w

The melody is a descending sequence and hsi> the

word's .Largest Uit37.vn.Is', c .seventli and an eighth.
The "3" section briefly shifts into G major with melodic materi'
;ai. derived from the first theme.

Two statements cf the theme’in A minor

'.are .followed by a return to section " A ' .
Ex. 39-

"XY erne Imnrovisation."

m m . .?7-48,

S3

(*■

" T

‘•'ip ±inal statement of zhe the"y Is prolonged over a subdostifi&nt pedal
which resolves tc a broker .tonic chord utilizing both insjor and .minor
cnirds.

Since the penultimate third is raised, the. listener .somehow

expects a concluding major chord instead of the minor.

84
"/.Vfeme improvisation."

nun. 5?-6b>

t ' i - j 6 i y £ -4 j- [* j^ A
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Few of Poulenc's works make such extended use of a single melodic
idea and few are so clearly in ternary, almost symmetrical form.
Important elements of the fifteenth Improvisation are (l) single line
melody over accompaniment of two to six voices (2 ) ABA form ( 3 ) repetition
of a single melodic phrase with ,some variety in the accompaniment
(4) repetition of chord progression (5 ) root movement by fifths ana
(6) authentic cadences embellished by dominant, ninths.
Eecause of Poulenc's u s e of a combination of styles, numerical
iiga.red-bass analysis of his work is not always feasible.

His harmony

is deceiving and often looks more intricate than it is because of the
many non-harmonic tones added to simple s’lords.

Drew says, Poulenc uses,

"’’tie simplest harmony .in a personal way, allowing the traditional place-'
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fox- purposeful progression a.nd expressive modulation.

Consequently he is

able to control a relatively high degree of dissonance xfithout recourse
to polytonality..."!

As a result of the simplicity of his harmonic style,

bis work was undervalued in Iris own time.

"That is one reason the 1920s

and 1930s refused to take him very seriously.

Those were the great days

of ’modernism,' and modernism was equated with dissonance £or what was
considered dissonant in those d a y s ; ears have since ueen stretched}.
It had to follow that anybody bucking the trend, and, in effect, composing
'white-key music,' could not conceivably be accepted as an important
p
creator."

Poulenc did not create any new harmonic devices bur in his

own unique w a y used those which had already been explored.

,

V

■*in
Melody

•

Melody is the horizontal aspect of m u s i c ,

• !,

heard in succession.

• '

’»»

I,

-V-

serle^idf soundsti;: ^

'>

:$ $ ;.£ ■

V

■ ■ ■ ■ . . - Hi

Haydn a century and a half ago

'. '
til
*' H . .
'It is the melody,' observed

'which is the charm of music, and it is
'l
•T •
■ /■•'Cil •

that which is most difficult to produce,.'"3

.

’■

Melody As probably the single most important element in Poulenc's
He composed melodies spontaneously, effortlessly, in a traditionally

diatonic style.

Like those of the romantic composers Poulenc's melodies

have vocal origins and are conceived vocally.
odies," he explained,

Tf

Machlis says, "Of all the elements of music, a^’l b & y

stands first in the affections of the public.

music.

r.

"I have always loved mel

"first, because I love song, and especially because

d.D.rew, "Modern French Music," p. 268.
^Harold 0. Schonberg, The Lives of the Great Composers (New York:
W w • Norton and Company. Inc., 197*077 ? • 766.
•^Machlis, Introduction to Contemporary M u s i c , p, 1^.

'
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j love poetry."!

it is important to remember that two major influences

j_n Poulenc's life were vocalists!
popular singer, Maurice Chevalier.

the baritone Pierre B e m a c ,

and the

The elements of Poulencrs melodies

which will be considered hare are phrases, figuration, range or tessitura

and intervallic movement.
While Poulenc for the most part uses contrasting phrases of
varyin S lengthsf symmetrical parallel phrasing can he found in some of
his earlier w o r k s , such as the Mouvements perpetuels and the Suite in C .
Additional examples are the simpler Villageoises for children and the
Suite Franpaise.

In the first Mouvements perpetuels we find identical

melodic ideas of two measures each., over a recurring ostinato figure.*
Ex.

Mouvements perpetuels. :;I, "Assea •moderl^j'

an.

: :•--I;

•f*.'

fide "Presto" from the Suite in C contains repeated motifs of only one

^Sabin,

"Poulenc:

'The Essence is Simplicity,"' p. 27.

, .

■

-

v

,■

8?
measure.

The motifs may be put into a phrase of' four measures which

is then repealed, resulting in this pattern: AABCAABC^-.
Ex. 42.

Suite in C.

I. "Presto."

mm. 1-8.

m

3

m m M
The

Polka

m

m

spm

m
■&-

±

i
gS

S

from the Villageoises is comprised entirely of foux1-measure

paralle1 phrasing j
Ex. 43.

Villageoises.

IV. "Polka."

mm. 1-28,

: I
•:$.r
®«".
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The repetition of phrases is an important unifying factor in these

I I •
|:.:

‘

works.

;;

An example of contrasting phrasing can be found in the fifth
Improvisation.

Six one-measure phrases share a common rhythmic struc-

p..

ture .(m

i:.;

by one beat to add variety to the pattern.
V
Ex. 46.
"Iejne Improvisation, " mm. 1-7,

j:fj)

but not melodic ideas.

The sixth measure is shorter ?d

,
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A -further illustration is the first vof '"the eight 'noctuiT3.es,

Fifteen

measures occur before we find a repetition of the first melodic idea.
E.:c. if/, ,:I er Nocturne..”

.nun.

1 -1 9 .

use of a long note after a plirase consisting of shorter o n e s .

Examples

of this are the phrases from the first Mouvements perpetuels and from
the "Petite marche militaire" and the "Carillon,"
frequently be a restful scale degree.

The long note will

More often, Poulenc's piteases

end simply because of the need for a breath, sometimes on short, unex
pected n o t e s .
Ex. 48.

Mouvements perpetuels.

III.

"Alerte."

mm.

4 -5 .

-- '^3tt

Poulenc's melodic figuration consists for the most part of
combinations of quarter, eighth and sixteenth notes.

Thirty-second

notes are found in only twenty works or movements, and sixty-fourth notes
in only three: the seventh Pro m e n a d e , the Cadence from the "Preambule"
of thv3 Soirees de Ha a e l l e s , and the first variation of the same work.
Seme of. the most simple linear figuration appears in the first move
ment of the Suite in C.
n° be scalax' passages.

The le^t hand consists almost entirely of eighth
The first Mouvements pei~petusls has eighth note

ft'oken chord patterns in both p a r t s .
The first Improvisation uses figuration to vary the sections of

95
the piece.

The work is essentially an ABA form.

The "A" section is

characterized by almost continuous sixteenth note broken chord patterns
divided between the h a n d s .
mostly of quarter notes.

The "B" section is chordal and is comprised

(The "Presto" uses figuration in much the same

m a n ner).
The eleventh Improvisation shows quarter note figuration utilized
for the right hand melody and a constant eighth note figuration for the
left hand accompaniment.
Ex. 4-9»

"XIeme Improvisation."

-k .H.

mm, 1-2.

-----£
— p, — — — -f
ly/v---h*
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l-rAl; *
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For the most part, however, melodic figuration is Changing' almost
constantly.

This excerpt from the "Pastorale" from Trols pieces -shows

the variety of melodic figuration.

The total keyboard range employed by Poulenc varies from tiiree
H'y and one-half octaves ho over seven octaves, or almost the entire keyboard,
fc The largo majority of pieces or movements (eighty-seven) have a range
tfy °f five to seven octaves.

B : "Otal r a n g e .

Table 1 shows the number' of. works and their

g9

TABLE 3

TOTAL RANGE OF WORKS
Range in Octaves
Number of Compositions
under 4 ....................... 5
4- 3 ...................... 14
5- 6 ...................... 40
6- 7 .......
4?
over ? ........................ 1

Tie pieces with the narrowest range include some of the early w o r k s , such as
the "Valse," the Cinq impromptus, and the works for children, the Villageoises
and the Suite Franpaise.
ranges.

Napoli and the Soirees de Nazelles use very wide

Table 4 shows the number of corapcr itions which utilize each range.

TABLE 4
FREQUENCY OF RANGE

Number of Compositions
12
14

DD
EE
FF
... GC
AA
_. BB
C
D
E
„
F
___ A

t

oj
■O;

AAA
BBB

.

11
11
7
9
' 7
3
2
1
1
2

[
F*.*;

Lowest Note

Highest Note
e5
.bfe ay.
''

Nu m b e r 1of Compositions

1
2

>

' ' 9"

■f4
e4 ,
d4 ' .
c4
b3
a3

■
*<•
'

- , ...
1'*
?
i

;
?

&3
f3
e3
42
c3
b2
g2
e2

1
-- *
-

"9 ?

u

~

_ J _______
2
8

!

2L_
1.3
6
4
_tL
1
1

"

r,he interval found most frequently in P o u l e n c 1'. music is that
°-i a second and next in frequency is the interval of a third.

Although
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i
g. few works can be -found whose melodies are comprised almost entirely
of seconds, the majority of pieces are both conjunct, and disjunct.
The fifteenth Improvisation shows a meloay line consisting
almost entirely of seconds.
E':. 3-1 ■

Tie

"XVem<? Improvisation."

mm. 1-4.

'Presto" displays a disjunct melody consisting basically of the.'

intervals of thirds, fourths and f i f t h s , and occasionally larger in'tervals, sevenths, eighth- or ninths.

Ihe 'Pastouralle" from L ’.eventail de Jeanne Is an example of the conjunct/
disjunct style which 'includes most of Poulenc's writing.

The melody

consists of firsts and seconds, as well as thirds, fourths and fifths.
53*

"Pastourelle."

mm. 1-7.
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■■■■' Chromatic melodic .movement is also a factor in Poulenc’s music,
occurring most frequently in the Promenades and the Improvisations.
; .Ex. 5 ^ -

: : Bx. 54o,

"X®mo Improvisation."

Promenades.

VI.

mm. 1-2

"En autobus."

mm. 1-2.
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Poulenc's melodies employ a wide range of moods.

The melody

R'
of the first Kouvements perpetuels is diatonic and resembles a folk

tune.
Ex. 55•

Mouvements perpetuels.

—

I. "Asses modere."
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The "Caprice" has an exuberant "cabaret" atmosphere and is typical of
Poulenc’s music-hall melodies!
Ex. 56.

"Caprice."

mm. 1-8 .
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Modal melodies are used in the -Suite Franpaise.

The "Bransle de

Champagne,” for example,' sounds like a Renaissance dance.
Ex. 57*

Suite Franpaise.

V. "Bransle de Champagne."
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The thirteenth Improvisation illustrates a more sensuous melodic style.
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Ex. 58.
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Some works show a combination of contrasting ‘m oods or .use mocd changes
to define large sections*-'

•>;/ .

,, S-W

.; ’

In conclusion, Poulenc's melodi.es cover a wide range, the
majority being between five and s e v e n octave$;V:, Although; his preferred
intervals are seconds, most of tns music shows a combination of conjunct
and disjunct movement.

Some of the earlier a n d simpler works use

parallel, symmetrical phrasing, but the large majority of the works use
short phrases of irregular lengths.

The complexity of Poulenc's person

ality is evidenced in the many moods of h^Ls m elodies, from the sombre
modal melodies of the Renaissance, to the spirited, bawdy music-hall
tunes, to those written iu a. more sensuous and romantic lyrical s t y l e .

Tonality
Totality is, by its broadest definition, the preference for one
tone with ail other uones being heard in relationship 'to this preferred
tone, or tonic.

Kra^t s a y s , "Many forces interact to shape the form

of a piece of music.

In tonal music, the tonal structure is probably

the .most important single factor.”1

The basic importance of tonality

is also maintained by Machlis, who declares it to be "the fundamental
relationship in our music.

As Roger Sessions has written,

"Tonality

should be understood as the principal means which the composers of the
seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries evolved of organizing
musical sounds and giving them adherent .shape. '
Tonality, the predominance of one tone in music written -in

■
-1
the major or minor keys should' be .distinguished f r o m modalityyi; dr that
music written ins the modes.

■ I h ’the majoilby of. his piano
■ ■
.
:
.v ^
«.
J-.A&M-iiMi*;--t .jjv
t
t'f..
■*• H •d,*'... .
seems to prefer major tonalities, with the' key of 'G -major appearing most
frep-. ntly.

Second in frequency of occurrence are !G majbr and'

^'

iai

major, and third are D major, E-flat major and B-flat major. 'T h e r e ape- ly
no pieces written in the major .keys of.B„ G-fl^t..or/C-sb2b$>.'.
keys, Poulenc prefers D and A minor, and secondly, E minor.

'&G&' fflihor
Thefe are

no works in the minor keys o f F, G - f l a t , B-flat, A'-flat or C-flat*

The.

use of a major or minor key does not restrict Poulenc to those notes
only, and he freely uses raised or lowex'ed tones.

He is also fond of

unexpected, shifts between major and minor.
The fifth Improvisation in A minor- is an example of the high

^leo Kraft, G r a d u s .
!nc., 1976), p. ??.

Book I I .

(New Yorks tf.W. Norton and Company,

“Machlis, introduction to Contemporary Music, p. 32.
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frequency of accidentals, is -Poulenc's.'music.
as twenty-three added
"difficult.

Some measures have as many

.eidentals , which make reading the music rather

A question arises here about the accuracy of some

of Poulenc's accidentals.

In measures two. eight and seventeen the phrase

.ends on an "A" which was previously flatted.
Ex. 3?'

,lY eme Improvisation."

mm. 2-'j-

none of the three .measures has a natural sign been added and yet it
seems that A-natural must have been P o u l e n c ’s intention, particularly
in view of the G-sharps immediately preceding and following the note.
The Suite Frangaise is the one work which is based entirely on
dne modes.

The return to use of modes was net of course a novelty intro

duced by Poulenc,

The modes had been used for years by his friend and

2:e«itor Srrk S a r i e . among others, and in keeping with the ideals of has
she modes were "as Tar removed as possible from post-Wagneri&n
chromaticism."1
P o ulenc's key sigr ytures are somewhat uritraditional, since they
.•.. •

*i
••LI b i d . , p . 3 o .

-

•

i•
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sometimes'seem: unrelated to the actual tonality of the music.
is the "Intermede"

An example

which has a key signature of one sharp but opens in

a D minor key or modo and ends on a D octave.
Ex, 60.

ten in.

"Intermede."

mm. 1-5.

The third Ifouvements perpetuols has no key signature but by

I', the B-flat is established in the key of F major,
Ex. cl.

Mouyements perpetusls .

III.

"Al&rte."

mm.

1 -3 .
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One device used by Poulenc to establish the tonality is that
of ostinaio.
of the tonic.

Probably the. most basic ostinato, pattern is the repetition
In the "Presto," a tonic octave recurs under a rapidly

moving melody.
Ex. 62.

"Presto."

mm. 1-2.

Piic "Bourree" also has a repeated tonic made more interesting by thi
ii.ion of a second (ninth) on each beat.

www*awm’
n
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Ex.

63.

"Bousree."

nca. 1-3.

-broken chord, ostinati which are based on the tonic and dominant are
10and in the first lio.uvements perpefuels and "the Suite in C.

109
Ex. -5a.

houvements perpetuels .

Ex. 65b.

Suite in G.
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"One of the simplest ways of defining a key

13 ’
°y means of a pedal note."--1-

While Poulenc does not often use a pedal

point he does employ bass notes which must be held with the pedal for
or.e or more measures and which help to establish the tonality.

This device

is used by Poulenc in the third "Novelette" to establish the key of if
minor.

^Kraft, C-rndus. Book I I . , p. 12.,.

Ex.

66 .

Trois novelettes.

III. "Andantitlo tranquillo."

nun. 1

The "Melaxicolie” opens with a dominant bass note which resolves in the
second measure to the tonic of D-flat major.
Ex,

67.

"Meianeolie."

mm. 1-2,
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Of all the piano works approximately half lave a strong final
cadence in their established key.
Presto
Ex. 68.

The "Humoresque" in G major and the

in B-fiat major have firm V-I cadences on their final measures.
"Humoresque."
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However, Poulenc's music does net always close in such a traditional
manner.

In approximately one-fifth of the works the second scale degree

is used to add color to the final tonic ch ■-'-d or octave.
taken from the Suite in C and the "Bourroe."

Examples are
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Ex. 70a.

Suite in C .

I. "Presto."
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Ex. 70b.

"Bouree.”

~

mm. ij-9- 5 2 .

Another scale degree frequently used to add color is that of the seventh.
Ax. example
am a l

oj.

this can be found in the seventh Improvisation whose

C major chord includes a B - i l a t .
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Ex. 71.

"VIIen‘£ Improvisation."

m. 44.

A number of Poulenc's works have conclusions which seem to
weaken or destroy an established tonality.

These "surprises" may

include sudden changes from major to minor, final chords on the dominant
<<,
*'.
*
instead of the ionic, or other chords or tones which leave the listener
"suspended" and waiting for something else.

The "Staccato" from the

Villageoises has a continuous E-flat B-flat ostinacbo pattern.

Four of

the final five measures have an unexpected G minor chord over the ostinato an d the final chord is G major.
Ex. 72.

Villageoises.

II.

"Staccato."

mm. 37-45-

The "Polka" from the same work is in E-flat major but has a cadence on
a. dominant octave.
Ex. 73.

Villageolses.

IV. "Polka."

mm. 21-28.
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The second piece from the Mouvements perpetuels lias a colorful conclusion.
The treble ends on D, while the bass cadences with G and C octaves.
Ex. ?4 . Mouvements perpetuels.

II. "Tres modere."

mm. 13-14.

The final Measures is thfif- ’"Hoottet©*' frbm Napoli seem to be leading :'
to the tonic of D-flat.

Instead of resolving to the expected, the final

chord is E-flat, G and B-flat, and again the listener is left hanging.
Ex. 75*

Napoli.

12. ’’Nocturne."

mm. 55~59*
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To summarise: P o u l e n c ’s tonality is a ’Combination of major, minor
and white-key modes, used individually or in varying combinations.
Often a mode will appear siiaul taneously with an established key which
may bo either major or minor, or major and minor keys will be rapidly
alternated.
with M s

minor

Major tonalities represent the largest cf P o u l e n c ’s output

preferred, key being that of C major.

keys

are

D

Elinor

and A

The most frequently used

minor.

%
Key signatures are not always representative of the tonality
and accidentals are used freely.

The tonality may be established by

(l) a tonic-dominant relationship (2 ) use of prolonged bass notes and
13) ostinati.
cadences.

However,

the key may be weakened by untraditional final
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Rhythm
Rhythm may be described as the "wnole feeling of movement in music,
with a strong implication of botn regularity and differentiation.
Machlis speaks of rhythm as being the pulse, the skeleton, the very
life-blood of music, and one of : t

earliest and most essential elements.

During the period between 1600 auf

>0 the trend in Western •’msic was

a steady progression in the direction

of tighter o r g a n i z a t i o n . M e a s u r e d

rhythm became more simple and balanced.

A feeling of greater control

resulted from the use of regular accents and repeated patt vns which
had their origins in the music of the dance.

During the nineteenth

.
•' ■
*
..century works- or movements /were usually written entirely in .a,,single

merer.

Composers of the twentieth century began to seek a rhythmic

freedom and variety evidenced by syncopation, jazz rhythms and multimetric music.
P o u lenc’s style is most similar to that
composers.

It is simple

nad makes use

of

we count each movement;., and each section
the T heme varie

the

of

of

the nihdteshth century

.conventional

met ers•

If

the Soirees de Na.zelles and

as a piece, the total number o f works is one hundred

these, thirty three ate in ^ time, nineteen are in g,
rj
£
TJ
fourteen are in j*, ten are in cut time, eight are in g, six are in g,
and seven.

Of

h

and four in g.
1?
q

.

The others have assorted time signatures like

*7

4,

3
?>, and

A total of seventy-one pieces in duple meter and only thirty-three

in triple clearly shows Poulenc’s preference for duple meters.

This

preference remains constant throughout the periods of his composition.

-fApel, Harvard Dictionary of M u s i c , p. 729
^Machlis, Introduction to Contemporary Music, p. 1-1.

Several works have interesting dual signatures.
Promenade has a signature of
reverse,

T Q

The first

'The fifteenth Improvisation is the

5 2
The tenth Promenade has the signature of g-^.

and third movements of the suite Napoli have the signatures

The first

12 4

and

2 6
8-l 6 ’
The following table lists those works which remain in one meter
from beginning to end.

TABLE 5
WORKS WHICH REMAIN IN A. SINGLE METER

1918

Mouvements perpetuels
1. "Asses modere"

1919

"V alse"

1920-1

Cinq impromptus
I. "Tres agite"
> ' 'n Li&JfSU "Andante’’
'

,

,
;

T

19 2 5

Napoli
I , "B a rca ro le "

192?-8

-Trolls novelettes
. " ,
1.
"Modere sans lenteur"
111. "Andantino traHquillo"

1929-38

Huit nocturnes
IV. "Bal fantome"

1932-41

Douse improvisations
11.
IV.
XI.
XII.

1933

Villageoises
I. "Valse Tyrolienne"
II. "Staccato"
III. "Rustigue"
TV. "Polka"

1934 “

"Badinage"
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TABLE 5--Continued
1932

"Intermede"

1935

Suite
I.
II.
III.
V.
VI.
VII.

1936

Les soirees de Naaelles
III. "La desinvolture et la discretion"
IV. "La suite dans les idees"
VII. "Le gout du malheur"

1951

A.

‘ . •>

! l.v.C5

:L'

V

A, :

Franqaise
"Bransle de Bourgogne"
"Pavane"
"Petite marche militaire"
"Bransle de Champagne"
"Sicilienne"
"Carillon"

Theme varie
"Theme"
I I . "Noble"'
1%:
i n . "Pastorale"
■ (r: IV . "Sarcastique"
" A A V I. '■"Ironique"
■, V I I I . "Yolubile"? ,
ii. "Pantasaue"
"Sybilline" 1
"tbda"

?v
’Li
;
t'
,
At‘
>;
W flirt.muftiI ^ * *»; >■*;f t, >•
One thixd of Poulenc1s total output for piano does not Change meter.
A s can be seen from the above table > those' works which* do fluctuate meter
■f
\ * f •;
i"
.■
.*■.
}
■
cdhe from all periods of ihis^ hPmpositibh*
•
Ay
■
-A
''.g ;:’ •
'

>.
t

A few of the works use a..meter change to differentiate between
major sections.

Examples include the third Mouvements perpetuels which

is written in four part form (ABAC).
and the "B" in

The "A" sections are in j time

The binary "Ariette" from F euillets d" album has a time

signature of ^ for the fii;s i section and ^ for the second.

However, for

the most part, change of meter seems directly related to length of phrases
f
A few works have only one or two measures whose length must be adjusted,
but the majority of pieces change meter frequently, some (like the fifth
Nocturne) as many as twenty-eight times.

The nocturne consists of motifs

12 0
one measure in length which have alternately tv?o
fix

76.

"Veme Nocturne1."

nd three heats,

mm. 1-^.

(P a

u

I'!

$?.

;v‘Afl example ol a measure altered in order to complete a particular
f;-.phrase is taken from the seventh Improvisation.

The phrases, which have

./been eight heats in'length, are concluded quite naturally by one that
1

::.is six heats.

'1'

'.

'
■

ip ,&• 77- "VTIerae Improvisation."

mm. 1-?.

« P l ;.

•-

'

1%:
I
Kir

m

# 1

1/J

... ..._

—
fj .
J

>
pr
J. .- 1
'1—

7

£.1

ft J>

- - rtr'i

~Ji. z z t

v^=$-

l '^'V
£c^.-A^O~JlaJ^-

v■

C^A-A.

fetfe;

„>^fc C--l
J^

"£L<u^ i£

'~iJ~p

Q&lC'-e~r-*>

^Q-^-A^r-.•A > i X t A j ,

;i':'

Another instance can be .found in the third Houvements perpetual
The time signature is

but a measure of ( appears in' which ont

has. been subtracted from the melodic idea.
Sx.

78.

Jfouvsments p&rpetusls■

III.

"Aleihe."

mm. 1-3.

■1>c?cLu

122

±
____________ t ___ __ j

_ z i g L — zi~g. „

i _ x
-H-

s
^
/
/<?ys •^.yr P '
.............-JA&csL.. — *^i+»
-iCC d^a^^L^dC^tg*
--- 7 ^

The frequency with which Poulenc changes meters contributes to a feeling
of rhythmic freedom in his music which can be related to the renewed
interest of twentieth-century composers.in the feeling ■of free verse
•
'
■
'
■ -iGbi&a rhythms do hot play a major role in Poulenc’s music and the

•»i•_/t?»r■
i
t
>
-•<■..'- •

‘

•few'examples come from his d a i l y works.

The "Valse" (1919 ), written

in 3, begins with a melody over an ostinato, broken-chord "waltz" bass.
The ■htfong triple rhythm is varied by eight measures beginning in measure
nf?i\V,#feere the melody is stressed on every other beat, giving the music
a duple against triple rhythm.
Ex.

79 .

"Valse."

mm.

9- 26 .
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The ."Barcarole" front t h e suite Napoli gives the time signature;:'^|p££.
The h a s s has repeated patterns of three eighth notes per beat while the
melody consists of quarter notes and eighth notes, again giving a duple
stress'over triple.
Ex. 80.

Napoli.

I. "Barcarole."

mm. 1-2.
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•T’h'r "Nocturne" from Na d o .
11 ends Its "A" section with nin* •m&a&ures In
7
■which .the left .hand, melody, is written in

and the right hand bickers*-

chord accompaniment pattern in g.
Ex. 81.

Nandi,

II. "Nocturne."

mm. 15-18.

The last and most interesting example of cross rhythm in Poulenc's
; ■’■
•
'
'
•'.
.
• .. _
. ‘
• •’■i .'
.•music is found in the fifth P romenade. in this instance:, only are the
two parts truly rhythmically independent.

Beginning in the sixth measure,

the treble has five measures of fj while the left-hand 'melody .has two
measures of jjh
anu two of

Following this, the right hand has one measure of. ^

against two measures of five beats each i n ,the bass,

measures of four beat;- each in the right hand are complimented by
measures of seven beats-and five beats in the bass.

Three

m
Ex. 82.

Proifienad.es.

... J. <)Aj r x

V. "En avion."

d-- J-

p.

■ r n a m s m

X

E
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Poulenc does not use a lot of rhythmic repetition and his music
is hot characterised by a n y favorite rhythmic m o t i f s . He

,v;

.ostinati in approximately One-tenth of his works,, for th

V' -■; *• & V y

,

■

■

'.. y .' V h i , ’

r compositions {see fable 2).

,*

most parr his

:;’h

'ii<v

Of these works, the first Houvements

perpetuels is the only one in which the ostinato pat
I®- • +i
the entire p i e c e .

oes use

m

in used throughout

The "Yapse,1’ the third and fifth impromptus and the

''Bourre'e" all have large sections characterised by one repeated pattern.
The ostinati are used rhythmically to propel the section forward and
to generate excitement.

No doubt there is a c rmection between the ‘‘
f acts

that romantic composers rarely used ostinati and that Poulenc used this
technique most often during the time' V.a was

ssociated with the anti

romantic group Les S i x .

Tempi
Poulenc was moS-t careful about including metronome markings
in his music.

There are a few works wfich do not give specific markings:

the "Piece breve sur ,le nos d'Albert F >ussei,” the eighth and ninth
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Improvisations, the "Presto," the "Badinage" and the Humoresque."

In

each case the tempo of the piece is extremely rapid and there are instruc
tions like assez anime or presto possible.
"Presto," Martin CanIn comments,

In his editor's notes to the

"This dazzling Presto in B-flat, dedi

cated aptly enough to Vladimir Horowitz, must be played with the utmost
clarity and speed.

A tempo of ^ =160, o r faster would be appropriate."-'-

The only other pieces which do not have metronome markings are the dances
from the Suite Francaise.
Poulenc was adamant about careful observation of his tempi, stating
that "Pianists can avoid many mistakes b y having confidence in my
metronome markings^"2

H'owdyfef, dating' a rehearsal of Poulenc's "Sanctus"

from the Mass b y the Netherlands Chamber Choirt -the composer, who was

>&..

BtoS ,

p 'f'f'

p r e s e n t , pointed out that h e found the "Sanctus" tempo much'boo fast. .
.W .
•
’" v •.
-•
s,;:,
.
.•
• V \ 'i
.'*
•"-V ;*
'
.
When Felix de Netel showed':him the metrcnGme-'lj&li'^^
"t&v v

'

•

•

j

,

that;...! made it that because most choirs always .sing too -slowly. "3
Thus 'it-seems possible that some of the incredibly fast tempi given in
,.fi,.
'
'
'
■
the piano works could have Seen the result of a fear tint pianists would
otherwise play them too slowly.
I

•
'

Two aspects of performance of brisk music w ith which,Poulenc was
most concernea were that enough pedal be used, and that the music be
,
,
,
played sxrictly in rhythm, without rubatd and excessive sentimentality.

Poulenc had said, "If one does not play my music in an ever: tempo— that

■Sf

if?

is, if one uses too much rubato— then all is lost."^
•*

In an interview

-^Francis Ppulenc, "Presto," Editions Salabert, 1 9 7 5 > Martin Canin, ed.
^Poulenc, E m u x t iens avec Claude Rostand, p. 35*
Q
f
-"Felix de Nobel,
Vol. 15. 1963,T P • 39-

uMemor..es of Francis Poulenc," Sonorum Speculum,

^Poulenc, Entretlens avec Claude Rostand, p. 32.
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with Claude Rostand, Poulenc had declared, "I hate rubato.

Once a tempo

is adopted it must not be changed at all from what I have indicated.
Never protract or shorten the time.

It drives me crazy.

I prefer all

the wrong notes in the world.
To avoid unwarranted use of r u b a t o , Poulenc carefully marked
his music with descriptive terms and phrases about any desired tempo
Alterations.

The following terms are examples of indications for slowing

he tempos ralentlr en pesant sur la main Arolte (slow heavily in the
Ight hand), a peine moins vite (scarcely less fast), ralentlr en s'effaoant
I 1 tardyinto obliteration), o l d e r , presque l e n t , ralentlr, en cedant
i . p e u , subito plu l e n t o , raorendo, on ralentlssant beauco u p , alangul
( anguishing), ralentlr croche par croche (ritard eighth note by eighth
;:v ,

V ' vV m ,

, ’t

o n nwifltroi-l

>,•

■p f e ) , plus lent, .mala strictement au meme mouvea&nt jusqu'a la fin (slower
)yi it strictly in the same tempo iint3 3 the end), ires a liaise ('much at
■;# .3d), ties sensiblement plus -lent que le Tempo1 (noticeably slower until
T m p o l ) , and un peu detendu (a little relaxed).
Instructions for hastening
3 -essos. animer un p e u , m

-he tempo include the followings

peu plus vite qu'cui debut du morceau (a little

: istar than at the beginning of the piece), accelerando, presto subj t o ,
res v l t e , lancer le trait (to let the arrow fly), pjmpant (smartly),
m d animer beaucoup mais tres progresslvement (become much faster but
gradually).
The following terms are found where Poulenc fears the performer
might use unwarranted rubato s sans ralentlr, au meme mouvement. tres
rhythme strictement au merge rnouv^, reprendre exactement le T e m p o ,
■f
strxctement en mesn.re sans respire;..- (strictly in rhythm without breath-

-Poulenc, Entretiens avec Claude Rostand, p. 32.
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i n g ) , sans trainer (without lingering), sans augmenter, sans rubato,
and sans p r esser.
use rubato;

Occasionally Poulenc gives the performer freedom to

librement (freely) and rubato (legerement rubato or molto

03:

r u bato).

Breaths

symbols;

9 , PI , and

pauses and fermatas are indicated by the following
.

In summary, Poulenc wrote in the conventional meters, showing
a marked preference for duple meters.
output are in duple rhythm.

Two-thirds of the works in his

Instead of restricting himself to the use

of a single meter like the composers of the nineteenth century, Poulenc
changed meter frequently in his music.
in rhythm a nd phrase lengths.

The result is a feeling of freedom

There is no change in P o u l e n c ’s rhythmic

style with the exception that his -brief use of ostinati and cross-rhythms
occurred in his earlier w o r k s .

Proper tempi and lack of rubato were, a

matter of ippeat concern to Poulenc,

hence his music is explicitly notated.

Ornamentation
During the baroque era ornaments were indicated by numerous signs
and symbols and performers were expected to know instinctively what was
intended.

Composers who wrote out their ornaments were criticized

because it was detrimental to the appearance of the score and because
the melody was no longer readily apparent.
Because of the confusion experienced by today's performers
with regard to ornamentation, contemporary composers are notating
their music as carefully as possible. 'Frequently ornaments are being
written out so that no mistake will be made.
except trills and g l l ssandi.

Poulenc wrote out all ornaments

Other ornaments found in his music include

the inverted mordent, appoggiatura, rolled chord, double appoggiatura

130
and mordent.

There are no turns.

The ornament which appears most often is the appoggiatura
grace note.

;r

This is indicated by a small note which decorates th

principal

note and has one or more flags and a diagonal line through the stt n.
An appoggiatura may occur one step above or below the principal note
(conjunct) or any distance away from it (disjunct).

Although both

notes are meant to be heard distinctly, the accepted custom in contem
porary music, as in romantic music, is to play the appoggiatura before
the beat, taking time away from the previous note.

This gives emphasis

to the main note.
The second most common kind of ornament is the inverted mordent.
The inverted mordent consists of the principal n o t e , the upper auxiliary,
Slid again the principal note.

Through the time of Chopin these were

intended to begin on the teat of the principal note.

Today they are

frequently played before the beat in order to give added stress to the
principal n o t e .
Poulenc indicates rolled chords in two ways: the first has a
wavy line on the left side of the chord and running parallel to it.
According to Everhart, the wavy line before a chord indicates that the
upper note is to fall on the b e a t , and the other- notes to be played b e f o r e ,
If two chords are to be rolled at the same t i m e , the wavy line appears
separately before each o n e .1

IPoweil Everhart, The Pianist's Art (Georgia: Powell Everhart,
1958), pp. 216-7.
'

13 1
Sx. S3- "Bourree au pavillion d'Auvergne."

in.' 52*

f

$■:

The, second type of rolled chord is written out in small grace
notes, often tied to the notes of the following block chore.

Everhart

says:
When rolls are Written out in small grace-notes, either tied to
the notes of a succeeding solidly written chord, or proceeding
to a single top n o t e , the. first small, grace is played on'.the
time-spot of the solid chord or of the single larger-sized note,
and the other n o t e s , including the last note, follow without accent
....The small graces indicate rhythmic movement away from the
stressed note, and the wavy line shows rhythmic, movement toward
a pulse.l
Ex.. 8-T.

Promenades,

I. "A pied."

m. 11.

Poulenc may widen the spacing of the notes ..of the roTHod chords with

-Ibid., p. 217.
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the intention of increasing the importance of the inner notes.

The

i.;k

.o '

-on tain.

'

■..*,-m ..

and the scarcity oi them doubtless reflects the determination of Satie
and Les S i x : to avoid unnecessary ornamentation and to strip music to
its barest essentials.

Many works have no ornaments at all*, the second

Impromptu, the last movement of the Suite in C, the second,

third, fourth

and fifth Promenades, the second Nocturne, the first, third, ninth and
eleventh Improvisations, the "Intermezzi en ut majeur and la bemol majeur,"
the last piece from the Feuillets d'album, and the "Presto,"
and "Humoresque."

"Badinage,"

The Villageoises, five pieces and coda for children,

includes ornaments only in the fifth piece, the "Petite ronde," in which
Poulenc uses three inverted mordents.

The Suite Franoaf.se, which by its

name leads one to expect a more baroque styling and therefore a more
frequent use of ornamentation, has only three inverted mordents, one in
the "Petite marche militaire" and two in the "Carillon."

The only other

piece with a baroque title, the "Bourree," contains seven inverted mordents
which are used to emphasize the beat and the focal points of the melodxc
phrase.
Ex.

85.

"Bourree au pavillion d*Auvergne."

mm. $-12.
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The most heavily ornamented sections in Poulenc'-

rdano

music are the two "Cadences" from the Soix-ees de Nazelies. m e

style

is baroque and the sections much resemble some passages from the Bach
Toccatas or Preludes.

Poulenc gives the admonition ires large et ires

librement and the effect is that of a recitative.

The "Cadences" are

thick with single and double trills, rolled chords, inverted mordents
and ornamental scalar passages.
Ex. 86.

Les soirees de Nazelles.

"Cadence.”

nun. 9-10.

Since Poplenc often repeated melodic ideas, one of the functions
of ornaments was to vary the return of the melody.

Both of these

examples show thq use of the inverted mordent for this purpose.

Ex* 87a.

_Cipj impromptus. V. "Andante,” . nun. 19-22.

Ex. 8?b.

Improvisation."

mm. 1-2, 10-11.

Orna.ine.nts may be used to add to the descriptiveness d r drama,
of ine music.

A series of appoggiaturas are used in the third Nocturne
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"Les clochc-s de Malines."

Poulenc indicates that the grace notes are

to he brief ana the mood is agite et mysterieux.

The grace notes con

tribute to the effects of bells or chimes.
Ex. 88.

Huit n o c ;

.

III. "Lc

a

..., aw marine.-,."

mm.
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A similar atmosphere is evoked in the second piece from the Kouvements
perpetuels.

,

Ex. 89-

II.

Mouvements perpetuels.

"Tree raodecre."

m. 11.

In the "Meianeolie" scalar or arpeggiated figures are used to intensify
dynamic climaxes.
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’'Malancolie." ram. 9 5 -96 •

■Ex. 90.

Chords are used as appoggiaturas in Lihistolre de Babar to add to the
mood of groom and despair.upon the death of Babar's mother.
Ex, 91.

1'histoire de Babar.

inra. 82-84.
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Similar appoggia.turas are used to create an atmosphere o.f majesty
and dignity for the momentous occasion of Babar's wedding and coronation;
£x. 92.

L ’histoire de B a b a r .

mm. 425-426.
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OmaiBentation mpy serve the function of adding rhythmic
variety to an otherwise repetitive section by accenting notes.that are
not normally stressed.

Use of appoggiaturas in this manner is demon."

strated in the "Yalse" from L*album des s i x .
by an *ostinato "walrn" figure in the b a s s .

The | meter is emphasized

Grace notes are used on the

lirst beats of the measures to accent the triple rhythm, then on the
first, third a nd second beats, respectively, resulting in a cross--rhythm
of duple against triple,

£
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Ex.

93.

"Valse."

mm. 13-22.

appoggiaturas).
A trill is used to emphasise the first beat of the measure 3n
the s i xth Improvisation.
Ex.

Improvisation.'' '“mm. 1-2.
V

13?
Other uses of ornaments can be found.

In the seventh Improvisation

the effect of the trill might be to decrease the emphasis on the first
beat of the next measure (especially desired since the E has been so
frequently repeated).
Ex. 95-

"YIIerae Improvisation."

mm.

1 -3 .

I n the "MSlancolie" the effect of the appoggiatura is a delay of the
final note of the phrase.
Ex. 96.

,,vMelaBeolie."

m. 1.
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In summary , Poi’.lonc ’a piano music uses relafivply fow ornaments ,
the moat common being the apooggiatura and the inverted: mordent.
The ornaments may,serve the following purposes:

(i) to vary the return

of a melodic phrase (2 ) to create a certain atmosphere (3 ) to add
rhythmic variety ana (4) to aid in shaping the phrase by focusing on
certain notes, by de-empnasising others, or by causing a noto to be-slightly
delayed,

Texture
According to the Harvard Dictionary, music consists of both ver
tical and horizontal elements,

i'he horizontal element consists of those

sounds forming tad .melody and the.vertical element the simultaneous
sounds forming the harmony.
Monophonic or one-voiced texture describes .the single line .
music from the Middle Ages.

Polyphonic or contrapuntal are. the 'terms'

used to describe "part-music."

This is music of a definite number of

parts, o-ach related to the other 'by the vertical relationship of harmony,
but with its own horizontal importance.

Polyphony played a major role

in the music of the .Renaissance and baroque periods.

Homophonic or.

chordal music is that.in which.the texture, is primarily vertical.

A

succession of chords is connected by one melody, usually in the upper
voice.

It. .is this single melody whies generally holds the attention of

the listener.

During the nineteenth century composers seeking a richer harmony
thickoned their tortures.

Poulenc,. in accordance with the- ideals'of

Dos Six, strove to beep his music as simple as possible.

"In pulling

l-y fro.;, the emotional exuberance of the post-romantic era, composers
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turned also against the sumptuous texture that was its ultimate man3 fesiation.

They had to lighten the texture, they felt, _;i ordc-r to give

music once again a sense of unobstructed movement."^
The'texture of-Poulenc 's music is consistently pomophonic.

Dif

ferent types ox’ h.omophonic texture evidenced include (1) imitative
figuration with some resemblance to counterpoint (2 ) chordal settings
and (3) melody and.accompaniment.
Because Poulenc rarely used counterpoint there is only one brief
example of the first category.

The first section of the "Ariette" from

the Feuillets d'album introduces a melodic idea in the soprano which is
imitated two beats later in the alto voice.

The two lines are of equal

importance.
Ex. 97.

Feuillets d'album.

I. "Ariette."

mm. 1-9*

-Fnchlis, Introduction to Contemporary Music, p. fC.
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The example shown here is taken from the seventh Improv

'While not utilising the same scale degrees, the motifs do snare

similar rhythmic a n d iniervallic movement.
Ex.

W

F

However, some works may .be' unified 'by similar motifs which recur in
various voices.

i;.-'
if

5 E?

.

98 .

"Yliehe Improvisation."

mm. 15-28.

1*0

The second, category cjurte divided, into two areas?

(&.)• tho .cor®

'•traditional four-part “chorale" writing and (li) that Thicker chords..',
texture in which
arid dominant part.

somewhat more independent melody plays an important
The first division applies particularly to the Suite

Frahcai'se d'apres Claude Ceryai'se.

The "Pavane," "Petite march*? militaire

"Pransle de Champagne," TSicilienne" and the. "Carillon" are distinctly
in four parts .

The"".Payane" is a stately hyriin-like dance written as

four and sometimes five-noLe chords with an important soprano melodyi
Voice leading is smooth and stepwise.
Ex. 99;

Suite Francatoe.

II. "Pavane."

mm. 1-4.

The "Petite marche militaire” is more disjunct in all parts, and has fif
teen measures which seem, to be .'ore melody and accompaniment.

For the

'Bransle de Champagne," Poulenc gives the instruction' on .iouera cette

Pi&ce d ’une faqon tres precise en faisant ressortlr alternattvement 1'une
des n-jatrt- p arties (this piece 'should he played very precisely and. one
ahouao bring out alternately each of the four parts;, indicating their

equality.

Ex. ICO.

Suite Franc‘
V,9v.L

,

"Bransle de Champagne.

mi!!.

7 „ T '■
/
/

1-nThe "Pavane," "'Petite marc he militaire," and "Brans ie" ail have a con

junct

soprano part and more disjunct movement in the ocher voices.
The first piece of the Suite Frangaise, the "Bransle de Bourgogne,"

is also basically in four parts but has more variety than the others.

There is some use of tnree and five parts and the melody has more
importance, probably because of its greater rhythmic activity.
Ex. 101.

BE

Suite Frangaise.

I. "Bransle de Bourgogne."
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There are several measures which are purely chordal and have as many as
eight voices.

The "Bransle" somewhat resembles the second type of chordal

homophony in which the melody plays a more significant part.

The only

other example of a more traditional four-part writing is the tenth vari
ation of the Theme varie, titled "Sybilline," with all parts characterized
by large intervals.
Homophonic-chordai is +r.e term that describes the following list
of p i e c e s .

TABLE 6
HQMOPHONIC-CHORDAL V/ORK3
1921

Promenades
V . "En avion"
VI. "En autobus"
IX. "A bicyclette"
X. "En diligence"

1929~38

Huit nocturnes
III. "Les cloches de Malines"
VIII. "Coda"

1932-41

Douze improvisations
i II.
XI.'

1933

Villageoises
:-ApI- ''Staccato^,Feuillets d ’album

■'
:
v.r •■•vv v-..

III. "Gigue"

•>VtvV?%f-■
>“vj-t**.pm:

? C ;

:}■■■■ v<- • V.

Main”

J

III. "La desinyolture et la discretion"
IV. "La Suite dans les idees"
V. "Le charme-enjoleur"'
V I I . "Le gb.ut du malheuf"
V I I I . "L'alerte.Vieillesse"

£•'

■[j1
•*>3. *

1951

Theme vanliSr :
II.
VI.
IX.
X.
XI.

- •ass

"Theme"
"Noble"
"Ironique"
"B’antasque"
"Sybilline"
"Finale"

5%
1958

"XIVeiae Improvisation’

The Promenades listed above are characterized by me3.cdies of
t w o - , three- or four-note chords or o ctaves.
have independence of rhythm and direction.

Melody and accompaniment

Because of the distinction

between them,,.the listener’s impression is that of only two parts, although
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the texture is of course much thicker.

The three Improvisations which

fall into this category are relatively light in texture, but as in the
•promenades, the melody and accompaniment are distinctly different.
Textures in Les soirees de Nazelles are also very thick, and
reveal, with the Promenades, some of Poulenc's thickest textures.

While

| the suite is not entirely chordal, at least six of the variations could
he classified in that way.

The second, fifth and seventh may be grouped

together because of the fullness of the chords.
The Theme varie changes texture in almost every variation.
Generally the melody is comprised of chords of three to four n o t e s . *
Several types of accompaniments are used:
4

(l) broken chords or arpeggios

(2) single notes and (3 ) moving ..octaves.
Of these works which may be characterized as melody and accom
paniment, it seems that those with the thinnest textures come from P o u l e n c ’s
earliest writings.
first, decade.)

{The Promenades are the notable exception from this

The Kouvements pefpetuels (1918), the "Valse" from L 1album

des six (1919), the first "Impromptu" (1920), the Suite in G (1920), the
"Barcarole" from Napoli (1925), the- Vlllageolses for children (19|0) and
several cf the Improvisations (1932-41) are basically In only iWo parts.
An example of two-part texture Is taken from the Suite in C.

It shows

a one-line melody using both skips and steps over a scalar accompaniment
that is basically stepwise.

Also illustrated is a rare instance of the

two voices moving in completely parallel motion.

t: /*?££

y

C uJ.

The ''Barcarole" from. Napoli has a melody which is independent
rhythmically from the ostinato one-line accompaniment.

Interest is

brought to the.two-line texture by frequently changing the ostinato.
Ex. 103•

Napoli.

I. "Barcarole,"

mm. 1-8.

The fifth Improvisation is written basically in two parts but seems
bicker because of the chromaticism.

i..

list-

104.

yenifc Improvisation.

m.

1.
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/•nether example of one- voice.music is the eighth variation from the
Theme varies
Ex. 106.

Theme v a r i e .

VEII.

"Volubile."

m. 1.

In the fifth piece from the Villageoises, the "Petite ronde," we find
Poulenc introducing the theme as a single-line melody of seven measures.
After an eight measure variation, the theme returns two octaves higher.
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The works of th 2 middle
texture,

f

1930 s

and later tend to have a thicker

lhree. four and five voices are common.

Chords are heavier,

often eight or nine notes and the number of parts changes more frequently,
A frequent device used is an independent soprano melody and a bass' of
one note oi octave, complimented by inner parts which thicken the sound.
These inner voices are often broken chord figurations moving in parallel
motion or rhythms.

Examples of +his can be found in the "Kelancolie"

(1940) and the "intermezzo eh la-bem_l majeur" (1944) .
Ex. 103a.

"Melaneolie."

mm. 1-2.

I
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lOS'b. "Intermezzo en la-bercol majeur."

rum. 1-2.

Rarely does Poulenc maintain a uniform texture. throughout, his
music.

He seems to ha/a had several, reasons for h i s .changes, one being

•to vary the return of the melody.
the thirteenth Improvisation.

-An example of this can be found in

The theme is stated first using simultane

ous. voices, later with six.
Ex. 109*

"XIII®136 Improvisation."

mm. .1-2, 22-23•

1 55

'Another reason for cmange of textures is to differentiate "between major
sections of.a work.

Illustrations of this are the "Bourrete au pavillion

d" Auvergne" and the "Presto."

Both are in modified ABA form and .boin

have a noticeably thicker.
."B" section. .
Ex. 110a.

"Bourree."

mm. 1-3,

6^29■

15 7

a

(yhs-j^-a ,

|::.vEx, 110b.
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"Presto."

ran. 1-2,

/9j^r_

1-2.5.
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Poulenc frequently begins with a lighter texture and then expands, it.

.■idob by eh ■.\nr.

texture in each

ktrc-j I

section.
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An example is the "Complainte" from the Suite Franpaise.
eight measures are in one voice.

'.the first

The next four measures use four voices

with the melody doubled an octave apart in the sopreno and tenor,
ic wir.g that four measures of three voices move in parallel motion.
Ex. 111.

Suite Franchise.

IV.

"Complainte."

nun. 1-26.

fol
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In conclusion, Poulenc wrote in his thinnest textures, fre
quently only two parts, during the fi

-t decade of his composition, or

during that time in which he was still associated with Les S i x .

The

one notable exception to this is the more complex set of Promenades,
written in 1921 during his study, with Charles Xoeehlin.

As Poulenc

matured, his music began, to display more three-, four- and five-part
wri ting .ancL thicker chords,

Dynamics
Dynamic markings in Pou l e n c ’:-; music range from ffff to pppp.
As in the case of his other markings, dynamic instructions are explicit
and bocar frequently.

Some of the me ;t thoroughly marked pieces are

the Cinq impromptus, often using thxv- or four mannings in a single
measure.

Those whic:• are barest of dynamic symbol;: are probably the

Vlllageolses for chi ldren and. the ’’Ca price,"
Inciicaxions tor a crescendo include -scS^*, crescendo m o l t o ,
•
'■,mr£l^'.9_PHP.9_a p o c o , and

__

peine

'~**!2!r^sap* .

Signs indicatin!r

■l6o
decrescendo include "^SS^y diminuend o , morendo, on s'apalsant, un povi,

a 1

pr.lto decrescendo and

mol to

.

Sforzandi are designated by si, six or

Iofif Often individual indications will be given for the melody and
accompaniment.
■Ex.- 112a.

Cinq impromptus.' II. "Allegro vivace."

7£ t

J

mm. 19-20.

/ rs ftn n d ^
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Ey;. ll2b.

Promenades .

III. "A Cheval."

. £. l/J<
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cLhors

Other expressions may “be used to indicate -.the dominance of one of the
parts; cn dehors, legerement timbre-, m .d. tree ’piano, un peu en dehors
ma.is tres doux, doucement marque, les chant,uoucement on dehois, les bat.deri.es tre-s discretes, I'harmonic tree estompfg, m.d. plus fort, le chant

■ ■■ *
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16.1
aclata n t , m.d. dessus tres margiv

and marquor un peu la m.g,.

I'JxaiupJ05 ox'

those expressions which indicate an equality of parts are inf ires egal
and unii'oririement artlcule cl for t .
Poulenc indicates father precisely the desired manner of a
dynamic change (if brusque or p sublto) and the duration of a particular
level (sempre ff and in^olore et toujours p ) .

Other directives include

coraraencer P, indicating an increase in following measures, inf assec uniiorme and pp sans augraonter, indicating that the performer is to remain
carefully at those particular levels, and, ppp c l afr, taken to mean that
although played very softly, the notes must, still be heard distinctly.
Other more descriptive terms vindicate the mood as well .as the
dynamic level of the music: gris p p , pp tou.jours tres calve, ppp mysterieux
p. sombre, p melancolique, p lointain, p leger, p p tres doux, mf sombre et
uni forme, f turbulent, ff s trident, if eclatant, f decide and ff con f u o c e .
The dynamic ranges of various pieces of music vary from those
with extreme contrasts (Ba'bar, fff to pppp, and the Impromptus, ffff to
pp) to those with no contrasts at all. (the second 'variation

of the Theme

v ariey ff throughout, and the third piece of the Villageoises, p through
out) .

Some w o r k s , as the ''Complainto" from the S uite Francoise (m.p to

pop) and the second Improvisation (pp 'to rap) remain at a relatively low
dynamic level while others dc. not drop below a mf (the fourth and sixth
Promenades, fff to mf and ffff to mf).
There is seemingly a small difference in frequency of markings
between the-,earlier and, later works in that those most heavily marked,
come from Poulenc's earliest period: the Promenades , the Cinq impromptus,
the ilmivenpriis oenrctuolc and H anoi!.

The later works have- fewer dynamic
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symbols and certainly fewer descriptive terms.

A single marking may

suffice for an entire section, as the mf for the first fifteen measures
of the "Intermezzo on la-bemol majeur."

Pedal
Poulenc learned the art of pedalling from Ricardo Vines, who
was considered something of an expert.

As previously noted, Vines had

taught Poulenc to use a great flood of pedals and still play clearly.
The "Intermezzo e n la-bemol
ling taught by Vines.

majeur" illustrates the technique of pedal

The ihstruction given is le chant en d e h o r s ,

i ’accompagnement dans un halo de pedales (the melody brought out, the
accompaniment in a halo of p
ation o f the Theme varis-

Another example is the third vari-

with its rather .ambiguous .jouer cette variation

•••'

claire,.avec beaucoup de pedale (play this variation clearly w i t h a great
deal -of;pedal).

The "Melancolie” opens With the admonition'1'.accompagne-

ment tres enveloppe* de pedales (the accompaniment shrouded.by pedals)
which suggests that the melody is to be heard clearly through the mist.
Almost every measure here contains an octave bass note which must be
sustained with the pedal for the duration of the measure,
According to Poulenc, Vines had such a knowledge of the pedal
"that it was through him I acquired an excessive confidence in it.

Some

times in a fast movement I had to rely on the pedal to realize, virtually,
the harmony of a plan that would be impossible t o .w r i t e , in full, at
that t e m p o .11

Specific examples given are the seventh Improvisation and

the Theme varie; "I think particularly of the last variation of my Theme
varie.

You must erase the percussive effects and the arpeggios with the
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pedal in order to bring out the melody.
Abundant use of the pedal is one of the most important charac
teristics of Poulenc's music and he describes its importance:
To play my music without pedal is the end of my music.
In the same
way that I could not imagine cooking without butter, I demand that
pedal be used extravagantly, fantastically, madly.
It is the only
way to obtain the true sound of my m u s i c . That does not mean that
you should never change it. But it ought always to be present.
It is in this halo of pedals that certain types of percussive sounds,
as natural to me as arpeggios are to F a u r e , ought to be blended.2
According to Poulenc, an expert use of the pedal could make the melody
more obvious than the accompaniment.

He felt that one of the greatest

faults of the performance of his music was stinginess of pedal.

"As to

the usage of the pedals, it,is ope of the greatest secrets of my piano
music (the real dramatic essence) that you can never use enough pedal, do you
hear m e ? ...Sometimes when I hear certain pianists interpret me I want to
s h o u t , 'Put butter in/the sauce I

What kind of dietary version is this?

Some of the piano music does not contain any instructions as to
pedal o r lack of it.

The following table lists those works:

T ABIE'. 7
WORKS WITHOUT PEDAL INDICATIONS
Cinq impromptus
I. "Tires agite
Suite in 0
II. "Andante"

-*-Poulenc, Entretiens avec Claude Rostand, p. 33*
^Francis Poulenc, "Mes melodies et leurs poetes," Conferencia:
Les A n n aies, V. 36 19^8» P* 511.
^Poulenc, Entretiens avec Claude R o s t a n d , p. 33•
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TABLE ?--Continued
Promenades
II. "En auto"
VII. "En voiture"
VIII. "En chemin de xer"
"Pastourelle"
T rois novelettes
I . “Mode. T sans lenteur"
"Piece breve sur le nom d'Albert Roussel"
Hurt nocturnes
I.
Improvisations
till.
XIV.
%
! IV •
jt

•_

‘

.

■:

5 \ ...

,* V;

Feuillets d ’album
: II, "Reve"

-Si $ui.V.:
I.
II.
•III.
VI.

'

.

i'ii.J *K ■■-s‘ ‘

"Vals'e Tyroiienne"
"Staccato"
"Rustique"
"Coda"

Suite Franoalma d'aprlm Claude Gervaise
I , "Bransle de Bourgogne"
II. "Pavane"
III. "Petite maxche militaire"
V. "Branslu de Champagne"
VI, "Sicilienne"
Theme varie
I I . "Variation"
"Coda"

A few of these pieces could De played entirely without pedals the
"Impromptu," the "Piece breve," the second Villageoises and several of the
dances from the ^uite Franpalse.

However,

in viev/ of Poulenc's statements

about the use of pedal, it seems certain that the majority of them require some.
It is interesting to note that the pieces marked the most simply

I
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g.rc- the two sets for children, the Villageolses and. the S w it*> Frarpa i s e .
Each contains a few pedal markings and probably would not use much more.
The "V'alse Tyrolienne" from the Villageoises could be pedalled only on
the first beats.

The "Pavane" from the Suite Fre.-cg.ise could be pedalled

on each chord change and the "Petite marche militaire" could have pedal,
on each beat on measures

and

5 I-5 8 .

Some of the works require pedal because of bass notes which cannot
be sustained in any other way.
Ex. 113a.

Jlx. 113 b .

Feuillets d'album.

Pronienac.es .

II. "Reve."

IT, ■"En e.uto ."

mm. 9-10.

m. 10.

.nun. 2 5 - 2 6 .

Z"? S~t(
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Zj^fe^cSZZI

"Open-tie” notes, found frequently in the music of Debussy,
signify tine need for pedal.

The short ties indicate that the notes are

to be held beyond their denoted time and for the most part, this cannot
be done without the damper..

Ebt. in 4 a .

"Te r N octurne. "

mm. 7I--74,
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"Piece breve sur le nom &'Albert Roussel."
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II. "Andante.'*
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Other works would need pedal because of their slower tempi
(the "Pavane" fi m the Suite Frangaise) , their mood ("Reve" from
Feull.Lets d 'aJ.bu; .) or chordal nature (the first Nocturne.)
'Most of tne music contains specific instructions as to use of
or lack of it.

Pedal may be indicated simply by "Pedal.......

with the asterik indicating: the cut-off point.

Frequently

revoa. ed is Poulenc’s concern that the right amount of pedal be used.
Ice first O-L the Mouvements peryetuels gives the instruction en general
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lS nuances, beanccup de pedalo (generally without nuances, a lot
;f pedal).

Long pedals over the ostinato Lass result in a filmy quality,

trhe third. "Novelette" is to be "bathed" in pedals (baigne de pedales) .
;pj-ie second., third and eighth Nocturnes and L'his to ire de Eabar give
instructions like dans un halo de pedales ( in a halo of pedals) and
■•■■'mettre beauco.up de pedales (use a lot of pedals).
Pedals throughout the Theme varie are quite explicit, showing
| exactly where they are to begin and end.

The ."Finale" is to have beaucoup

■v de pe d a l e , on la changeant tres souvent ( a T o t of pedal, always •changing
it) and netrrc :1c- plus en plus de pedale' (naturellement la changer souvent)
(adding more and more pedal, naturally always changing it)..

This last

seems to indicate that different depths' of pedal are to:be used.
The third Nocturne, titled "les cloches de felines" (the Bells
of.felines; has an inner section which represents a more dissonant clanging
of bells than in heard in the other sect. ons.

Pedal is to be changed

on each measure.
Ex. 115.

Huit n o c t u m e s ,:1 1 1 . "Les cloches de felines."

mm',

fir/_g
~ •»gg
..
«v

>pacific pedals may be marked unexpectedly on chromatic passages:

.
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Ex. 116a.

Soirees de Naze-lies

'Le gout du malheur."

—

©

m. 1,
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116b.

Napoli. I . "Barcarole.

*:

37-

Pcului ■ sometimes marked unusually long pedals on passages
that a performer might not expect to pedal.

"En avion" from the

Promenades has .a long pedal marked under a series of ascending minor
ninths.
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3x. 117. Promenades.

V. "En avion."
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The twelfth Improvisation has some Ions* pedals, indicated either by
'Ted..... " or fcy pedal points:
Ex. 118a.

‘X I I eTne Improvisation.
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Ex. XlCb,

"XIIemo Improvisation."

mm.

67- 69 .

Pedals of up to six measures in IPhistoire de Babar are,marked P e d . sans
changer Ansa j'a la fin as is a thirteen measure pedal at th<. end of the
twelfth.Improvisation.
Each section of the Soirees de Nagelles , from the "Froainbule"
to the "Finale" has some instructions about using no pedal,

As in his

other wprky, Poulenc seems to indicate pedal only on unusual passages,
or tho :

Pros ••rhi-ch -bo desires some special effect.

Example 0 are the long

pedals under the staler passages in the first "Cadence" and the diatonic
ascending chords + rc-ai the sixth variation -"Le contentrnent de sol."
Ex. 119a.

bes soirees de Naselles. "Preambule.”

Cadence,

m. 2.

1?2
Ex. H 9 b . L og soirees do Nacelles■

run. ?0.-75

VI. "Le contentment do sol.”

Two particular pedal markings are worth special mention.

The

"Nocturne" from the suite Nape3.3. has an octave to be held for ilsree
measures and Poulenc instructs Ped. bien fair- vibre 1'octave (Pedal so
as to make the octave vibrate).

The "Kymrie from the Trois pieces

has, on the thirty-ninth measure, a chord in. parentheses.
poser l 1accord sans Is Trapper et re prendre

Poulenc directs

vihra tior. nvec la pedcf -c

(set the chord without striking it and catch the vibration with the pedal).
Ex. 120.

Trois pieces.

II. "Hymne."

in,'39 ."
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The expression ires doux et enveloppe* (very gentle and veiled)
would seem to indicate that the melody would be enveloped in a mist
of pedals.

This term appears in the "Finale" of the Soirees de Nazelies

and in the "Bourree."
Occasionally pedal would be used by performers who did not nave
P o u l e n c 's enormous reach.

One example would be the third Mouver-onts

•perpetuels which requires the span of a tenth.
In the large majority of pieces more pedal must be used than
is actually indicated.

The fourth Impromptu indicates only one pedal

because of the bass octave which serves as a pedal point and must be held
throughout those measures.

The last P romenade, "En diligence," has only

one marked pedal but on the majority of measures has an octave pedal
point.

The same is true in the fourth Nocturne , the "Ariette" from .

F euillets d 1album and t h e ■fourth Improvisation *

1?4
In the fifth Nocturne,

the more lyrical "B" section seems to require

pedal, and in the sixth, length of pedal could be determined jy the
right hand melody.
Ex, 122.

Nocturne."

—

mm. 1-4.

--- y£ifczg&f

*Y* '

V*

•

Sort pedal in addition to the damper is indicated by legs deux
pedales or "2 p e d ......... Since French pianos have always had only
two p e d a l s , the damper pedal.and the mute, it is certain that the
expression deux pedales does not refer to the sostenuto pedal and that
this pedal would not be used in Poulenc's music.
Interesting effects may be achieved by a combination of the two
pedals.

In the "Valse" from L ’album des s i x , 2 Pedales are indicated

under a dynamic range of from pp to f.

The third movement from the Suite

in C also cells for the use of the mutes unde.,, levels of f to f f „

The

third M ouvements perpetuels states the mood to be gris (gray) and the two
pedals combine to increase the effect.

The result is somewhat the same

as that of the poco piu lento section of the Concerto for Two Pianos and
Orchestra.

Near the end of the "Finale" from the Soirees de Naz-elles,

Poulenc gives the instruction creer ur.e sorte de halo avec 3es deux
pe-dales vcreate a sort- of halo with the two pedals) in an instance where
he desires a special effect.
Ex. 123.

Les soirees de Nazelles ■

"Finale."

inn. 90-91.

In several instances Poulenc is specific about not using the
mutes.

In the "Nocturne" from the suite Napoli, la grande pedale

se*rLe is to be used on the octave pedal points.
pp.

The dynamic level is

The "Bourree, au pavillion d'Auvergne" specifies mettre un peu la

pedale forte main pas de sourdine (pedal lightly without soft pedal)
where the dynamic level is subito p .
'when pedi.? is not desired, the composer signifies this with the
teriK5 sans pedale or sec {dry or sharp).

In several instances the

instruction sans pedale is given j n the middle or near the end. of a work
that lias no other markings.

Ex?.mples are the second and fifth Impromptus

and the third and sixth Improvisations.

This would, seem to indicate

that some pedal is to be used on tie preceding sections.

The "Bourree,

au pavillion A'Auvergne" begins.with the direction sec sans pedale (dry;
no pedal) and later cautions again ton .lours sans pedale (still, no pedal).
Cn bateau." from the'Promenades gives the instruction peu de pedale
(little pedal).

However measures fourteen, fifteen, seventeen, nineteen

and twenty-three have bass octaves which must be sustained wjin the damper.
Occasionally chords which are to be sustained for the duration of several
measures will have the instruction laissez vibrer sans pedale (let vibrate
without the pedal).
In conclusion, Poulenc' uses pedal (1) to create a certain mood
in td.s music (2) to .create the special sonority unique in'his’music and
(3 )

to realise the harmony of a work.

He indicated pedals not only by the

marking P e d a l e , but by pedal points or bass notes which must be sustained
with the pedal, by "open-tie" notes'-and by expressions such as. doux c-t
enveloppe-.

Pedal might be used by performers with a smaller hand than ,

the composer.
pedale or s e c .

When pedal is not to be used, the designations are sans
Although the music contains many pedal markings, it must

•be assumed that they .indicate only a small portion of the necessary pedal.
Poulenc scorns to specify pedal, for the most part, in passages where there
might be some misunderstanding on the part of the performer.

Therefore

many of his markings indicate unusually long or dissonant pedals.

According

tc. Poult, nc himself, it ■
one avoids using the pe>
he is play.i n g ,

I count

his sauce.■■I

Ijohn

ue-n, "Pon.le.nc," Musical America, April I960,

26,

1?7

Performance Problems in Representative Works
Works discussed, here will include selections from all periods
of Poulenc's composition: the Mouvements perpetuels (193.8), the fifth
and tenth Promenades (1921), the third Nocturne (193^0 i the first and
seventh Improvisations (1933 and 193^)> selections from the Suite
Franpaise (1935)> the "Melancolie" (19^0) and the fifteenth Improvisation
(i960).

The works are representative of the many moods and type..-, of mel

odies evidenced "by the composer.
much like folk-times

5

The Mouvements perpetuels are very

the seventh and fifteenth Improvisati ..-.s and the

"Melancolie" are romantic? the Promenades portray methods of travel in
a -rather humorous manner; the first Improvin'>tion is dramatic and the pieces
from the Suite Franpaise are charming Renaissance dances,
The Suite Franpaise is easy enough to he enjoyed by a late interI mediate student, and the three Mouvements perpetuels and the third Jocturne
are not much more difficult.

It should he remembered that Poulenc had

a very large hand, and that much of his music demands a large reach.
The dances from the Suite Franpaise are the only pieces considered here
which do not require more than an octave.

Most require the span of a

ninth, and many tenth intervals, some at a rapid tempo, can be found in
the Promenades.
The Suite Franpaise contains some of P o u l e n c ’s simplest writing.
There arc few pedal markings or dynamic changes.

The texture is basically

four-part and the main consideration is the importance of all voices.
In the "Bransle d<-. Cham;.‘g n j" Poulenc states specifically "On jouera
cotte piece d ’une fagon tres precise en faisant ressortir a l t e m a t i v e m e n t
1 ‘une des quatre parties."

(This piece should be played in a very precise
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'.manner, bringing out alternately one of the four parts.)
Use of enough pedal was a .major concern of’ the composer.

The

Mouvements perpetuels and the third Nocturne both have the instruction
beaucoup do pedale. The "Melancolie" directs l'accompagnement tres enveloppe de pedal.es (the accompaniment enveloped in pedals).

Long pedals are

required here because of whole note bass tones in almost every measure
which cannot be sustained in any other way.

The first Improvisation

is marked, tres sec (very dry or without pedal).

The fifteenth Improv

isation has no pedal markings, at all but lias bass pedals which must be
sustained.
The second source of concern for the composer, and therefore
for the performer, is tempo or use of rubato.

Poulenc was' adamant that

performers adhere to given tempo markings without rubato.

The fifth

P romenade., "En avion," directs stricternent an meme mouvement durant tout
le morceau and the fifteenth. Improvisation gives the instruction tres
vite surtout sans trainer J. = 92 exactement.

Any desired changes in tempo,

any ritards or accelerando-0 are carefully marked.

Poulenc was more ex

plicit in the area of tempi and rubato than in any other aspect of his
music.
It is interesting to note that Poulenc has several ways of
indicating a pause or hold.

A comma ( ? )

is used, to indicate a breath.

The familiar round fermata (-A) is frequently used and has always been
understood to mean a held note, or a pause.
music is the square fermata (ftfl) .
of different ways:

An unusual addition in Poulenc

The sq taro fermata is used in a. number

(l) over a rest (2) over the barline (3 ) between a rest.

:.fiU UijvJ burlin'. , and i.M over a breath mark {

)•

The third Noe turtle uses
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both.square and round fermatas in a single measure, indicating that Poulenc
did intend them to have different meanings.
•

Perhaps the square fermata
.
I

is meant to be shorter, some value betvroen the round fermata and the
breath mark.

CONCLUSION

French composers between the World Wars attempted to rid music
of all elements that they considered undesirable, specifically foreign
influences.

Erik Satie pointed the way for a group of young composers

who rose to fame on the crest of the scandal caused by Parade.

Of their

number few of these composers have attained any permanent regard.

It

seems rather ironic that Francis Poulenc,, once considered the most
frivolous of the group, may well be regarded by future generations as the
most important composer.

His music was once considered trivial, largely

■because, he believed that it should be accessible to everyone and should
"gladden the ear with brisk thoughts.
I t is interesting to consider the piano music as the embodiment
of P o u l e n c ’s outer personality-~the appearance; he tried so earnestly
to convey to the world.

The music is gay, light and charming, and

almost never serious.
One of the most unique and most important elements of Poulenc's
music is his eclecticism, or combination of many styles.

He used ideas

borrowed from other composers, not from any desire for satire, but
'because "he so loved the music he quoted that it was actually a part
of him, and he included it in the mosaics of his compositions as naturally
as he put in the ideas and idioms of his own making.*

The second

-^-Arthur Cohn, "The Art of Francis Poulenc," American Record
G u i d e , March 1964, p. 62.
^Hughes, "Poulenc," p . 1668.
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most important force in his music is melody.

The moods of the music

are as many-sided as his personality and the melody is always the dominating
force.

According to Collaer, the primacy of melody has always been a

characteristic of French music.1
Like most composers Poulenc had rather definite ideas concerning
his own compositions.

Because he was a pianist himself, writing for

that medium seemed very easy for him and perhaps that is why he tended to
undervalue his piano music in general;
My compositions for piano solo are, alas, my weakest!
To make matters
worse, there are quite a lot of them— m y 'Kouvements perpetuels,'
Impromptus, Novelettes, Improvisation^, etc.. I would, say that the
piano solo is a musical form which does not interest me.
I
have always loved and played the piano, but my piano compositions
are perhaps too facile; they are, to be sure, well written for the
instrument, which is one reason a number of great pianists have per
formed them. But they do not represent my truest feelings.
I know
only too well that I will never write a 'Gaspard de la tluit' by Ravel
or a Seventh Sonata by Prokofieff.2
Concerning specific compositions Poulenc says; "I tolerate the Mouvements
perpetuels, ray old Suite in C, the Trois p i e c e s .

I love very much my

two collections of Improvisations, an Intermezzo en la b§mol and certain
nocturnes.

I condemn without recourse Napoli arid the Soirees de Nazelle s .

For the rest, I scarcely c are."3

Georges Auric had shared his friend's

opinion of the Soirees but many critics are more enthusiastic and claim
it to be one of his best w o rks.

Demuth s a y s ,

It is vastly superior to anything else which Poulenc lias written,
except the famous Pastourelle which was his contribution to
L'Eventail de J e a n n e . Here Poulenc seems to have taken more trouble
than usual, in spite of the improvisatory nature of the material.
It is felt that Poulenc may have so totally condemned the Soirees because

■^Collaer, A History of M o d e m M u s i c , p. 2?6.
^Gruen,

"Poulenc," p. 26.

^Poulenc, Entretiens avec Claude R o s t a n d , p. 35>
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"he was constantly on his guard against lapsing into a more romant3c
style,

His feeling may have been that in both vhe Soirees and Napoli ,

he let himself go, giving free rein to his lyrical powers.

These two

works do not treat the piano as a percussive instrument."^
Seemingly disproving this opinion, however, are Poulenc's com
ments about his very lyrical piano accompaniments: "Where I feel there
is originality is in the piano accompaniments to my songs.

This is

because of the challenge that is present when I must express in musical
terms the feeling and meaning of the poem."^

Poulenc felt that if he

were later considered as having contributed something really worthwhile
it would be in the area of his religious choral works.
According to Evans, Poulenc survived- as the finest composer of
Les Sir because he was the only one who displayed the capacity for
r e n e w a l .3

Winthrop Sargeant presents two theories for P o u l e n c ’s survival.

The first is technical and maintains that Poulenc did not waste his talent
with experimentation, as Honegger and Milhaud did, but wrote music as
it had always existed.

The second Theory is in a more sociological v e i n .

At the end of the first World War, France was "seething with hatred of
everything German."

However since Germany and Austria had dominated the

music of the world for some time, the works of most French composers
reflected the influence of German ideas.

Poulenc's works do not demon

strate this influence and were more highly valued because they were purely
French.^'

^Davies, The Gallic M u s e , p, 1?6.
~Gruen, "Poulenc," p. 26.
^Roy, Francis P o u l e n c , p. ?1.
u/inthrop Sargeant,
pp. 181-

"Musical Events," New Yorker, November 19?1,

Poulenc did not become involved, with experimentation.
not create now. forms or new harmonic devices.

He did

Instead he w r ote.in -th-..

manner oT the- nineteenth century composers, in the forms traditional!
used by French composers.

While he was not an innovator, Poulenc did

successfully convey his own uniquely personal message.
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APPENDIX I

CAT

.OGUE OF TILE KEYBOARD WORKS

Year

.Work

Publisher

PIANO .SOLO
1918.

I'iouveiaents perpetuels
T
_i,* "Asses n.odere"
II. " T r e e 'jnodere"
III. "Alerts'1

J. •& W. Chester

1919

"Vais e"

Escbig

Cinq impromptus
I- "Tres agite"
II. "Allegro vivore"
I l l . "Tres mcdere"
IV. "Violent"
V . "Andante"

J . & W . Chester

1920-1

;

.

1

2920

Suite in C .
"Presto"
II. ".Andante”
TIT . u\jz .-n

J, &"W. Chaster

-

Pro me hades
I. "A pied"
II. "En auto"
I l l . "A chsval"
IV. "En bateau"
V. "En avion"
VI. "En autobus"
V I I . "En voiture"
V I I I , "En cbemin de fer"
IX. "A bicyclette"
X. "En diligence"

J . <fe W . Chester

Napoli
T
"Barcarole"
II. "Noctur ie"
I l l . "Caprice-. Italian'1

S&labert

186

Year

Work

Publi.yhei

■192?-

"PastourcJ.l.c"

Heugel

1927-8

Troir.
I,
II,
XII..

J, & W . Chester

1918-28

Trois
I.
■ II.
III.

Heugel

pieces
."Pastorale"
"Kynn-ie"
"Toccata."

—■**»•*-

IQyO
J.

novelettes
Hodere.sans lenteur"
''Tres .ra.pidG ot rhythml"
"Andantino,tranquillo"

"Piece breve sur In noi» >1'Albert
Roussel"
.
‘
jO

I932.7:
I9.7-- .
1932-^1

Kult nocturnes
I . "Ut majeur'"
II. "Bal de jeuhes filles"
III, "Les clocnes de Malines"
"9 IV, "Bal do f&ntonse"
V . "Prialenes”
.1 ■
VT-. ."Col majeur"
•VII. 'Iji'k Majeur'’' ■
It; ■■
VIII. "Coda" "Intercede"

Salabert

Douze -Improvisations *■

III.

"Si rain-aur"

IV..
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

"La*3 majeur"
"La rnineur"
"Sib majeur"
"Ut majeur"
"La rnineur"

Heugel

Salabert

' "Caprice”

■X * roi_ rnineur"
■II. "La0 rnajeur"

Lsduc

. Salabert.

.

,

IX. "Re majeur"
X . "Fa majeur"
X I . "Sol rnineur"
XII.- "Ki^ majeur"
•??■.?

V tllagcoisea
I. "Valse Tyroljenne"■ ’
II. '’Staccato"
III. "Eustlque" '

IV,
V.

"Polka"
"Petite rondo"

•.
Salabert

Work

Year.'

Publisher

1933

Peuillets d'album
I. ".Ariette"
II. "Revo"
III. "Gigue"

Salabert

193'+

"Intermezzo en ut jnajeur"

Salabert

193-3-

"Intermezzo en re^ niajeur"

Salabert

1933-

"Presto"

Salabert

193-+

"Badinage"

Sal-abort.

1939

"Humoresque"

Salabert

1935

Suite Francaiso d'apres Claud.:
Gervaise

Durand

I. "Bransle de .Bourgogne"
I I . "Pavane"
I l l . "Petite marcue m'blitaire" ,
IV. "Complaints"
V . "Bransle de Chawpagns"
VI". "Sicilienne"
v;:i. "Carillon"
■Lea so ire-os de Nacelles
"Preaintule"
I. "Le comble de la distinction"
::i. "La coeur sur la main"
i n . "La desinvolture et L? discrete i
I V . "La suite dans les ideeis"
V. "La chariae e-njoleur"
VI. "La contentment de soi"
VII. "Le gout du malheur"
" L 'alerte vieilles.se"
"Cadence”

"Finale"
193?

"Bourree au pavillion d'Auvergne"

Salabert

1990

"Melancolie"

iSrchig

19"'+

"Into rmezzo ec la bemo’i laajeur"

1951

. Theme varie
"Trierne"
I. "Joyeuse"
.._.r* "Noble"
III. "Pastorale".
TV . "Barcastloue"

. FJsonig

:l8B

Publisher

V/ox k
Theme
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.

varle— Continued
"Melanooliquo"
"tronique"
"Elegiaque"
"Volubile"
"Fantasque"
’’Sybilline"
"Finale"
"Coda"

"xiii^ n‘® Improvisation

Salabert

"XIV®I!e Improvisation''

Salabert

1'xyeme Improvisation"

Salabert

■

VI (SO DUET
J . & ¥. Chester

Soiif- -a
I , "Prelude"
II * "Rustique"
I I I , "Finsle"
,

TWO PIANOS

I.
:"
f
.'
?t
V..
B

f.
h:

■

195.1
195?

"L’diiioarquernent pour Cythe-re"
. Sonata

Eschig

PIANO AND RE
1940-t

Eschig

kER

L'histoire cle Babar (Jean de Brunhoff)

J. & W. Chester’

CONCERTOS
1927-3

Concert Ora mpetre (harpsicoord)

Salabert

1929

Anfcade (pi a.no and eighteen instruments)

Salabert

193?.

Concerto a n :co raineur (two pianos and
orchosl.T'5. •

1938

Concerto on sol minaur (organ,
orebest ra and timpani)

. Salabert

Salabert

APPENDIX II

RECITAL PROGRAM

A lecture-recital, based on this .thesis was presented at t
diversity of North Dakota on Sunday afternoon,.July Jl, 1977 > at
.m.
A program of this- recital can be found on page 191.
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